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Foreword 

The design, implementation and evaluation of policies promoting 
innovation and technology transfer have undergone a series of changes. In 
the 1970s policy was to a large extent an ad-hoc ~nd judgmental process. 

, However, during the 1980s policy changes have been more informed and 
professional in outlook. 

In order to continue this_ development, SPRINT /ElMS has launched . a 
series of state-of-the-art reviews in the field of innovation and technology 
transfer support. These so called "policy workshops" are mainly directed 
to public sector scheme managers and the aim is to discuss recent 
developments in innovation policy, to exchange experience of best 
practice, to assess existing as well as future Community action in these 
fields and to discuss options for concerted actions. 

One of SPRINT objectives is to help improve the effectiveness of national 
and regional innov~tion policies and to tune Community and Member 
State actions. As such these workshops provide important inputs as well 
as providing an opportunity to exchange information among scheme 
managers in the Member States. 

It is now well known that competence is often accumulated in people and 
is therefore tacit and intangible in form. D~spite its importance, the 
subject has been neglected in the analysis of corporate strategy and public 
policy. In order to contribute to an increased awareness, the second 
SPRINT/ElMS workshop, titled Policies to support tacit knowledge 
transfer, focused on .public sector schemes supporting tacit knowledge 
transfer by stimulating mobility from university to industry and from 
industry to university as well as public schemes promoting site 
demonstration, user supplier relationships and technology promoting 

· clubs. 

R~ Miege 
Head of Unit 
DG XIII- European Innovation Monitoring System 
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WELCOME· AND INTRODUcriON 

The topic of the second. 1993 SPRINT I ElMS policy forum workshop, the 
transfer of tacit knowledge, is a new and difficult subject. The issue is also 
difficult to tackle in public policy. The task for this workshop, the assessment 
and evaluation of public measures to support tacit. knowledge, was thus a 
complex one. Up to now the central focus of public action concentrated on 
fonnal codified knowledge. Today there is a growing awareness that not only 
fonnal knowledge, but also infonnal knowledge is at the centre of the 
innovation process. New and creative methods will have to be developed to · 
support dissemination of tacit knowledge in the future. 

This workshop was also a learning experience for experts in the new field. The 
presentations of the different schemes fonned a reflection of the progress. 
There is the paradoxical situation that governments want to stimulate the 
infonnal interaction of people with new regulatory mechanisms, which by 
definition are fonnal. Hence the key question in the two days was how to 
stimulate the intangible. 

SFSSION I PERSPECTIVFS ON TACIT KNOWLEDGE 

Because the concept of tacit knowledge is still very blurred, the presentations 
in this session were meant to clarify the issue and give some classifications and 
typologies. By doing so the workshop hoped to achieve a more unifonn 
defmition of the concept. 

The first presentation introduced several viewpoints to discuss the concept 
'tacit knowledge'. The speaker argued that if one takes a broad view of tacit 
knowledge, aspects of it can be codified. Only pure tacit knowledge does not 
have the potential to be cOdified. Technology is partially tacit, intangible and 
embedded in .equipments and products, individual knowledge/know-how and 
organisational routines. We can distinguish different types and levels of 
competences: cognitive and behavioral competences at the individual level, 
. collective or organisational. competences and finally network competence. 
Comparing Japan and the Western industrialised countries regarding their 
approach to tacit knowledge, we can distinguish a tendency in the West to 
make the tacit explicit, to codify it. That what is held by the individual should 
be appropriated by the group. In Japan on the contrary, it is said that 
knowledge is kept at the individual level, competence is thus better preseiVed 
as implicit rather than as explicit, thus there is a process of internalisation. A 
key concept is learning mechanisms, tacit knowledge being partially about how 
to learn. We could adopt a development theory on cumulative learning 
mechanisms. The core of tacit knowledge is built in the incremental 



improvement stage where there is a search for a dominant technology. 
Subsequently it is destroyed in later stages when the knowledge becomes more 
and more codified •. Tacit knowledge also has a reverse side, since it is difficult 
to undo and therefore it can lead to inertia. 

A second contribution to the debate addressed the issue from a, macro point 
of view. The speaker stressed it would be very difficult to categorise the non
codified knowledge because it is different from sector to sector, from finn to 
firm, however there are some common features. Accumulated technological 
wealth is a mixture of tacit and codified knowledge, but these assets are more 
than the sum of each individual in the collective. Important is the capability 
to assimilate and adapt external - tacit - knowledge. Finns relying too much 
on the tacit knowledge of in house engineers can be hampered in their ability 
to absorb external knowledge. 

Tacit knowledge is very fragile, it can disappear With the people that carry the 
knowledge. Therefore in the Western world there· bas been a continuous drive 
to codify this knowledge. Another reason to codify the tacit is that the carrier 
of this knowledge wants the benefit of exclusive property right, to keep the 

. competitive edge. Therefore the tacit is codified into patents for instance, to 
monopolise it for a certain period. 

To benefit from tacit knowledge we should make efforts to disseminate it. One 
way to achieve this is through human mobility. According to one speaker, in 
his country (France) this does not worlc very well, it is not part of national 
culture. Another form of appropriating tacit knowledge is to buy out other 
companies with the relevant knowledge. Networlcs are important instruments 
of disseminating knowledge (this is a topic in the next SPRINT worlcshop), as 
are alliances between firms to create mixed teams. In these teams firms and 
particular SMEs can absorb external knowledge. It is difficult to assess what 
the contribution of tacit knowledge is to our competitive edge. In any case we 
are a learning economy and if we want to benefit from tacit knowledge we. 
should train people in how to integrate best tacit knowledge • 

... 

In the discussion that followed the presentations it was mentioned tha~ the 
notion of improving the absorbtion capacity, especially in mixed teams within 
SMEs is an interesting concept. From the policy point of view it can serve as 

·an important justification for many mobility and networking schemes. The 
challenge for policy makers is to think of ways to encourage these n~tworlcs 
while at the same time keeping them open to external knowledge and 
disseminate their own knowledge. 
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SFSSION II Poliey perspectives 

The third presentation addressed the policy issues raised by tacit knowledge. 
As a result of the change in the way finns organise innovation, our 
understanding of innovation in aggregate models also changes. This 
understanding has shifted from the linear model where innovation was 
understood as a series of sequential steps with isolated stages of activity, to a 
systems model of technical change which focuses on the interactive Unks 
between different stages and the composition of these linkages. In this model 
technical change is dependent on knowledge and the assimilation of 
infonnation through learning. Tacit knowledge is an important element of this 
process. The interaction activities within finns, where tacit knowledge has to 
be transferred, creates major communication problems. 

The change of approach also has its implications for public policies. There is 
a need fot:,.policies to support the capacity of organisations and finns to 
innovate and change through continual teaming. Thus improving their 
absorptive capacity. This includes providing an infrastructure for networking 
and communication, learning and unlearning. Managing tacit knowledge 
means dealing with very specific cases, highly dependent of the sector, finns 
or individuals involved. The question is how to design policies that take these 
differences into account? One of the answers is that the policy debate should 
be viewed very much as a general framework in which a set of existing policies 
can be integrated and made far more acceptable. Isolated initiatives are not 
efficient, if not accompanied by a coherent set of supportive measures. Can 
we team from the policy experiences in the countries and regions of· Europe, 
given the uniqueness of the experiences? The speaker argued that in· case 
there should be a role for the Community in this field, having a policy 
framework in which this role is embedded is vital. Once we have a framework, 
we can learn from the local and regional experienc~s without aiming at a 
convergence of policies which narrows the windows of opportunity. 

In the debate following the presentations, a British expert stressed that there 
should also be a role for the Community and the national governments in the 
diffusion of tacit knowledge. In his view governments. should provide a return 
to finns that are prepared. to diffuse their tacit knowledge and thus their core 
competen_ce. 

For a dynamic finn the interface with external knowledge and their capacity 
to absorb this is very important. A traditional company on the other hand will 
stick to their internal tacit knowledge. Policies should enable small companies 
to recruit external personnel and intemalise some of the external knowledge. 
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This might accelerate the innovation process. 

In the last presentation of the moming session an overview of the policy 
instruments was briefly presented It was based on the sutVey prepared for this 
workshop. In this sutVey the defmition of tacit knowledge relied very much on 
the Gennan concept of 'Erfahrungswissen' or knowledge through experience. 
According to the sutVey overView, there were very few policy instruments 
which directly and explicitly addressed the definition. To classify the material 
the researchers looked at it from an organisational perspective: what is trans
ferred from whom to whom? In essence there are two dominant types of· 
instruments which auempt to transfer "Erfahrunpwissen". The first type is 
those that are transferring knowledge between higher education I research 
establishments and the target finn. This is by far the most common policy 
instrument. The second type of instruments addressed the inter-finn flo'WS of 
tacit knowledge either through the collaboration of finns (co-makership, buyer 
supplier links etcetera) or between finns of the same industry. The sutVey did 
not identify many examples of policies supporting t~e flo'WS between 
competing industries. Those cases that were found were usually instruments 
for finns that had been under strong competition pressures and restructures 
in the past, for example in the textile industry. 

Most of the policy instrument operate within the boundaries of the national 
state or the region. Hardly any instruments aim at links across the borders, for 
instance finns with institutes abroad and, with the exception of the Irish 
scheme, no multinational companies are involved. To have a better account 
of the instruments, we refer to the overview in the following section of this 
report. 

SESSION III Support of Tacit Knowledge Transfer by Stimulating Mobility 

The chainnan of this session stressed that the transfer of tacit knowledge is 
not a new phenomenon, it is only recently that we specifically label it as tacit 
knowledge. It is also not a new phenomenon in innovation policy, there are 
many examples of existing policies that include an element of tacit knowledge 
transfer. Thus there is not one way of supporting the transfer of tacit 
knowledge but a whole range of possibilities. The aim of the presentation of 
the schemes is to leam from each other how this particular fonn of transfer 
takes place. 

The first presentation- explained the operation of the Teaching Company 
Scheme (TCS) in the UK, one of the oldest schemes on mobility in Europe. 
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The objective of the scheme is a two way knowledge transfer between Higher 
Education Institutes (HEis) and industry, by placing young graduates in the 
finn to work on a development project. At the same time it bas the aim of 
training graduate students towards more professional knowledge. Related to 
the TCS is the Senior Academics in lndustty Scheme, which temporarily- four 
to six months - places experienced researchers into the finn. This scheme is 
in its pilot phase and an evaluation is thus not yet possible. 

In France there are two mobility schemes for the placement of technicians and 
researcherS in France, CORTECHS and CIFRE.In both schemes a triangular 
partnership is created between the finn, a technician or researcher. and a 
research centre. Public support consists of a contribution in the salary of the 
researcher or technician. Within the CORTECHS scheme (Convention de 
Recherche pour les Techniciens Superieur) technicians are placed mainly in 
SMEs. The implementation and funding takes place at the regional level. In 
the CIFRE scheme (Convention lndustrielle de Fonnation par Ia Recherche)· 
researchers are placed in large and small finns with the educational aim to 
complete a doctoral thesis. This programme has a long histoty, between 1981 
and 1991 more than 3800 agreements between companies and research centres 
were made. 

In the discussion on these schemes it was argued that both the UK and the 
French schemes have the difficult task to bring together the different worlds 
of university and industry. The worlds differ in mentality, motivation and 
language. The approaches in both countries do not differ in essence, only in 
details. In Spain however, despite similar initiatives, the amount of tacit 
knowledge in the relatively small Spanish R&D infrastructure and industries, 
is limited in comparison to other EC countries. 

The issue was raised concerning the motivation of finns to become involved 
in these type of schemes. The manager of the CIFR E programme, stated that 
training for research was the main objective behind setting up the scheme. 
One of the selection criteria for a placement is the motivation of the 
researcher to work in a particular industty. Thus finns are assured to attract 
someone who is motivated to work for them. From the experience of 
evaluations of CIFR E, an expert stated there is not one single strategy to 
participate. Some finns are pragmatic and use the programme to hire an 
expert at low cost. Others see it as strategic partnership with research centres. 
When the scheme was set up there was much opportunism wi~h the 
participating finns. Today after several years of operation, finns have changed 
their attitude and become less pragmatic. They clearly see the strategic 
advantages of participating. The success of the scheme lies in improving the 
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mobility of the two worlds of research and industry which hu always been· a 
weak link in the innovation chain. A British expert argued that none of the 
finns motives are 'impure', saving money by hiring a cheap engineer is within 
the finn's logic. He confirmed the observation that the motivation of finns are 
at first short term oriented. However when their involvement lasts, the motiv
ations shift to long tenn issues, the building up of partnerships. 

There was a comment that for finns to integrate researchers who can 
transfonn tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, is a way to increase their 
accumulated technological competence. The French schemes improve the 

_ finns capacity for absorption of innovation, by integrating them into a research 
network. 

SF.SSION IV SUPPORT OF TACIT KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER BY SITE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

The first presentation in this. session was on the Dutch "Demonstration 
Projects". They are part of the Programmatic Business Oriented Technology 
Stimulation (PBTS) action in the Netherlands. Within this integrated scheme, 
all stages of innovation are supported from research to implementation. In 
four technology areas, information, materials, environment and bio-technology, 
firms can apply for funding for a demonstration project. Here producers of 
new technologies can demonstrate them to a broad group of potential appliers 
or users. The objective is to improve the transfer and implementation of new 
technologies, since this stage of the innovation was seen as problematic. 
Another initiative is the organisation of 'round table' meetings between similar 
companies discussing their technological competence. The effects are mainly 
infonnal relations fonned within a few years after the actual round table 
meeting. 

The second scheme in the sess~on was the Technology Oriented Information 
and Visit Programme (TOP) in Gennany. This scheme supports site visits to 
leading companies with strong technological -capability. The aim is to show 
otherfinns, mainly innovative SMEs, the state-of-the-art technology and at the 
same time enhance collaboration between them. A second, new objective of 
the scheme is to demonstrate managers from east Gennany (where research 
is even more separated from industry) different fonns of best practice. TOP 
is implemented by a publisher, because publicity and reeruitment of host 
companies is the most important aspect of the success of the- schem~. 

During the discussion the question about the advantages of finns to open 
their doors to other companies was asked. Protection of company infonnation 
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is a very sensitive issue for the finns involved and opening the doors could be 
contrary to the best interest of the hosting finn. This again raises the question 
of motivation to participate. In the Gennan scheme the visitors are not direct 
competitors, the very aim is to bring together a cross-section of finns. 
Protection of infonnation has to be secured by the companies themselves, they 
show only what they want to. The motives to participate as a host are the 
prestige for the corporate image of being in the catalogue, and finding new 
suppliers or customers. 

In the case of the Dutch scheme the labelling effect of having a project 
awarded is an important motivation for finns to apply to the scheme. The 
financial funding is quite small. The motivation to join Round Table meetings 
is that finns, even if they are competitors can challenge each other to petfonn 
better. 

DINNER SFSSION 

During dinner Mr. Tatsuno (Neo Concepts, USA) gave a presentation on the 
shifts in the focus of technology transfer in Japan. 'In the past technology 
transfer was dealt with in a very structured manner and on the organisational 
level. Today there is a move towards organising technology transfer in a more 
unstructured manner, at the group or individual level. Infonnal gatherings in 
Japan are as important as those in the fonnal work environment~ The message 
for policy makers is to- enlarge their programmes to involve groups and 
individuals, not only organisations. Mr. Tatsuno presented important 
managerial and business practices in Japan like job rotation to create 
generalists, establishing close contact with customers preferably in an infonnal 
social environment, and the cyclical pattern of new products through the 
functional divisions of the companies. 
In Mr Tatsuno's view the most important element to understand the success 
of Japan is the close integration of R&D and engineering. This is in contrast 
with the US where both are separate activities often in different locations. In 
Japan managers gradually bring in manufacturing people into the R&D 
projects and gradually R&D people are phased out. This is technology transfer 
through people instead of through piles of paper. At the moment the 
dominant paradigms are shifting in Japan. The recession is also hitting Japan 
and mass manufacturing is moving to other Asian countries like China. Only, 
the top segment of the market, new products with very a short development 
cycle will still be produced in Japan. At the moment the ~apanese finns are 
vulnerable: corporate down sizing has begun, there is loss of market share in 
foreign m~rkets and quality standards are not as relatively high as before. 
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Their solution to this is increasing horizontal integration for instance in global 
localised R&D networks. Mr. Tatsuno expects it will take 5 -7 years for Japan 
to bounce back. 

26May 

SESSION V: ISSUES OF STRATEGIC ORIENTATION, DFSIGN, 
MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION OF SUPPOKI' SCHEMFS: 
PROBLF.MS AND PERSPECI'IVES 

The morning session of the second day of the workshop started with a 
presentation on the role of Research Clubs, an initiative of the Science and 
Engineering Research Council (SER C) in the UK. Several of ~ese clubs are 
supported by SER C. In the research clubs pre-compe~itive research is jointly 
sponsored by the SERC and the companies involved in the research project. 
Another type of research club are interdisciplinary research centres, concerned 
with industrial research. The speaker argued that tacit knowledge is 
concentrated in the later stages of innovation. In that stage the ideas start to 
become more competitive, thus finns are less likely to take initiative to 
disseminate this type of knowledge. Encouragement is therefore necessary, but 
it can not be enforced. Building up trust is the key word in the schemes. 

In the following debate experts from other countries stated that they had 
similar schemes, for instance the CIRN clubs in France organised by CNRS 
and university - industry link schemes in Greece. The question was raised if 
this could be described as tacit knowledge transfer or staff training? This 
touches one of the central problems of the workshop: defming what tacit 
knowledge is. So far we have seen two different sets of tacit knowledge 
transfer. The first concerns a broad reservoir of industrial competence that 
cannot be codified or fonnalised. The other set is tacit knowledge transfer 
through communication between people, thus facilitating the human 
dimension. This underlines the complexity of the concept of tacit knowledge 
an its possible application to policy issues. 

During the workshop we have also seen different motivations to design these 
schemes: to increase the industrial relevance of academic research, to improve 
the involvement of companies in basic research programmes, to. support 
·funding of public research, and to facilitate the exploitation of public research. 
Often there is a combination of goal in the schemes discussed during the 
workshop. 
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The second contribution in this session discussed how to stimulate transfer of 
know-how in user-supplier relationships. The Irish examples presented were 
the National Linkage Programme and the Techstart Programme, managed by 
Eolas. Within the first programme efforts are made to create strong trade 
links between indigenous Irish finns and foreign multinational companies 
based in Ireland. The intention is to optimise the quality standards of these 
SMEs and improve their strategic market position. Eolas assesses the demands 
of multinationals, selects suitable SMEs, establishes and maintains the 
partnerships. In the Techstart programme SMEs receive an employment 
subsidy to obtain external expertise by hiring technical graduates. Tacit 
knowledge is not an explicit aim in the programmes. However the problem of 
knowledge transfer plays an important role since person to person 
communication is still the best way to transfer technology. 

The third issue raised in this session was on the evaluation of tacit knowledge 
programmeJI, illustrated by the French COR TECHS and CIFR E schemes The 
evaluations of these programmes were positive in the sense that the objectives 
of linking university with industrial research and offering industrial training to 
researchers and students, were met. Particularly SMEs have improved their 
technological competence from their involvement with the programmes. But 
some questions remained. One point is the different objectives of the partners. 
A problem that has not been solved is that SMEs which invest in the R&D 
schemes, usually ask for direct applicable industrial research. When the system 
began the majority of students came from the top universities, performing high 
quality - fundamental - research. This leaves the question what contribution 
the laboratories can make to these finns? An evaluation of the CIFR E 
scheme confinned that at the start of the -scheme there was a sharp 
compartmentalisation between industry and research. This has been reduced 
over the years, it was a slow process of learning. 

SF.SSION VI COMMUNI'IY ACI10NS AND SUPPORT SCHEMFS 

This session provided three presentations of Community actions related to 
tacit knowledge transfer. The two first schemes, COMETT (CEC, Task Force 
for Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth, Brussels) and the 
Human Capital and Mobility Programme (CEC, DGXII, Brussels), are both 
mobility programmes. 

COMETT (Community programme· for Education and Training in 
Technology) supports exchanges of people between industty and university, 
training courses in advanced technologies and development of training 



material. Starting from the assumptions are that there will be no 
hannonisation of national educational policies, COMETT intends to lower the 
barriers between different educational systems. The scheme is under 
evaluation and one point of discussion is a simplification of the structure of 
similar CEC programmes, since there are too many of them. 

The Human Capital and Mobility programme promotes the transnational 
mobility of young researchers from all scientific and technological areas. The 
supported activities are fellowShips, cooperation networks, large-scale facilities 
and Euroconferences.-

One of the comments was that the scheme is highly appreciated, especially to 
overoome the arrears in the less favoured countries. A reduction of the 
bureaucracy involved for participants of the programmes was however strongly 
recommended. 

The SPRINT programme (CEC, DG XIII), deals with tacit knowledge in 
several ways. In the four major action lines of the SPRINT programme, tacit 
knowledge is a crucial element of the technology transfer process, where- the 
personal dimension is important. There is however no clear borderline 
between the tacit and non-tacit, it is more a continuum. Pan of the SPRINT 
activities aim to fonnalise the tacit, as for instance in demonstration projects 
which show what the process of technology transfer implied. Emphasis is on 
the non-technological aspects of innovation. 

An important point for discussion was the views of the experts attending the 
workshop on future perspectives of this policy area~ -

An expert from the Commission, argued that it will be necessary to keep 
stressing the importance of an integrated innovation concept, in which the 
human and non-codified factors are essential. On the national level he 
considered the main task for policy makers to co-ordinate the initiatives on 
tacit knowledge schemes and exchange the experiences. Initiatives tend to be 
designed very much within the national boundaries, but exchange of know-how 
should diffuse best-practice in policy through different nations and regions. 
The practical experiences with network-building, evaluations methods and so 
on can be fonnalised and would facilitate exchange of best practices in policy. 

From a regional perspective it was argued that in less favoured regions there 
is only a small number of local linkages with universities possible. The latter 
prefer to be involved in large prestigious projects than in links with the local 
business community. Furthennore these institutions aim at codifying the 
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knowledge obtained in their projects, something which is not always in interest 
of the firms worldng with universities. Therefore one should not have to high 
expectations from schemes to promote regional and local firm - university 
linkages. Another issue that effects regions is that movirig plants from one 
location to another raises problems in achieving the same productivity and 
quality standards. This has to do with a difference in tacit knowledge in 
regions. If regions have difficulties in achieving the same standards they are 
in danger of the closing down of regional establishments. 
A German expert argued that the national perspective is still important in 
spite of the increasing role of other levels, i.e. the Community and regi<;»ns. 
The' competition between the levels is healthy, but we should work in parallel. 
In Germany the national authorities have assigned many responsibilities to the 
regional level. The task for the national level is to give the framework for 
policies and build the models. The task is to decentralise in the 
implementation. 

In the fmal discussion it was remarked that besides facilitating tacit knowledge 
transfer one should not disregard the mechanisms to protect knowledge, since 
competitiveness to a certain extend also meant the capability to appropriate 
this knowledge. This makes public intetVention in this field enormously 
complex. 

Although it was not possible to come to clear-cut conclusions or solve the 
definition problems during the worlcshop, one can nevertheless see some 
progress in , this direction. Summarizing the general feeling the chairman 
argued that the worlcshop contributed to four different aims: Firstly it helped 
to focus on the role of tacit knowledge, defined as "Etfahrungswissen", in the 
innovation process, Secondly the participants worlced towards a common 
language in this field. Thirdly by analyzing and discussing several interesting 
examples of schemes, policy makers were able to exchange views of best 
practice in several areas of tacit knowledge transfer. Last but not least the 
worlcshop also revealed that some areas of policy making such as the ones 
which were based on informal building of social networlcs, were much more 
difficult to capture and hence to formulate in policy instruments. It is 
particularly on the latter that one could expect future developments. 
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TACIT KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

1. Introduction and Definition 

Just as technological innovation up until the 1960s was treated as an unexplained 
vasriance in economic growth and firm performance, so tacit knowledge as an 
element within technological innovation has, until recently, been seen in a similar 
way. Interest in tacit knowledge ha$ grown rapidly as it has become increasingly 
acknowledged that the contribution of technological innovation to growth and 
economic performance is not just simply associated with embodied technologies, such 
as new plant and equipment, but is also highly dependent on disembodied, intangible 
assets and working practices. As such there has been a growing recognition that the 
perfonnance of economies and firms are dependent on qualities and attributes that are 
tacit in fonn (David 1992, 9). 

A central issue in any discussion about tacit knowledge is how it is defined and what 
are its key dimensions and attributes. This is because of the very reason that tacit 
knowledge is so difficult to define and quantify. It also explains why it has been a 
neglected subject for analysis, but also makes it of such interest. How is tacit 
knowledge defined? It is generally accepted that tacit knowledge, as distinct from 
intangible investment more generally, is non-codified, disembodied know-how that is 
acquired via the informal take-up -of learned behaviour and procedures. Learning in 
an unstructured or semi-structured way is a key process within tacit knowledge 
acquisition and transfer. In disc~ing tacit knowledge it is important to posit it 
within the wider technology base of the firm (Figure 1 ). -A major component of this is 
the tangible asset or reseource base of the firm evident in embodied technologies 
associated with new products, plant and equipment. However another major element 
is the finn's intangible assets. Many non-tangible assets and investments are 
formalised in terms of patents, licenses, research contracts or specific training 
programmes (Hall 1992, 136). Research has begun on trying tO measure and evaluate 
these more accurately, led by the work of the OECD (1992, 114-133). As such tacit 
knowledge does not involve the generation and acquisition of tangible products and 
processes, or the more formal element of intangible knowledge flows associated with 
specific research, technical or training programmes. 

However much of the discussion about what tacit knowledge is, has been influenced 
and based upon the work of Michael Polyani (1961;1962;1966;1967). Polyani (1966) 
describes tacit knowledge as involving two kinds of awareness- the subsidiary and 
focal. Whilst we might focus our awareness on a particular object or process we 
bring with that 'focal awareness' 'subsidiary awareness' which is in tum associated 
with two types of clues. Subliminal clues, which are clues we cannot ·directly 
experience ourselves (for example, a process which is too small to observe), and 
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marginal clues, which are marginal to our field of awareness or vision but which 
impart some information. Both sets of clues are not attended to directly contribute to 
the reality of the object on which a#ention is focused. In turn, the two types of 
awareness- subsidiary and focal - in combination are fundamental to tacit 
apprehension and (as in wider gestalt theory) provide a functional appreciation which 
would not be possible if they were taken in isolation. However although tacit 
knowing involves awareness it is also combined with 'subception'- learning without 
awareness (Polyani 1966). This process can be associated with scientific intuition and 
the issue of serendipity in scientific discovery. Elsewhere Polyani (1962) sums up 
tacit knowing as an act of 'indwelling', the process of assimilating to ourselves things 
from outside. It also involves more innate values though as well, such as skills. Thus 
"If I know how to ride a bicycle or keep afloat when swimming I may not have the 
slighteset idea of how I do this or even an entirely wrong or grossly imperfect idea of 
it and yet I go cycling or swimming merrily. Nor can it be said that I know how to 
bicycle or swim and yet do not know how to coordinate the complex pattern of 
muscular acts by which I do my cycling or swimming. I both know how to carry out 
these performances as a whole and also know how to carry out the elementary acts 
which constitute the~ though I cannot tell what these acts are. This is due to the fact 
that I am only subsidiarity aware of these things, and our subsidiary awareness of a 
thing may not suffice to make identifiable. n (Polyani 1966, 4). 

In additio14 it is generally accepted that tacit know-how cannot be directly or easily 
transmitted (Section 3 ), as knowledge and task performance are individual and 
specific and invloves the aquirer maJcing changes to existing behaviour. 'Learning by 
doing' (Arrow 1962), 'learning by using' (Rosenberg 1982) and 'learning to learn' 
(Ellis 1965; Estes 1970; Argyris and Schon 1978; Stigiltitz 1987) are seen as critical 
elements within tacit knowledge aquisition. Above all, there are no clear market 
mechanisms which facilitate the transfer of tacit knowledge directly or by which it 
can be adequately measured. This former point bas important policy implications 
(Section 4). · 

Academic and policy interest in tacit knowledge has come from two strands. One 
strand relates to work on 'technological innovation which has become increasingly 
interested in tacit knowledge through continued developments in trying to improve 
the measurement of technological change and in terms of its acknowledged role in 
industrial and corporate performance. Analysis here has focused either on specific 
technologies themselves or on a more macro-level basis trying to identify regularities 
between sectors or markets on their dependence on tacit knowledge for technical and 
competitive advantage. 

The other strand has come from management and business studies investigating the 
management of chaDge and core competences of the firm (see, for example, Winter 
1987; Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Kay and William 1993; Grindley 1993) This 
interest has been heightened by the growth of Japanese competition and the spread of 
Japanese management techniques (Tatsuno 1993). The strength of Japanese 
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corporations was seen to reside not so much in research and development (R&D) or 
the scale and performance of the specific plant and machinery ('hard technology') but 
in the way these operations were managed and configured and in the skills and 
flexibility of the workforce (i.e. 'soft technology'; see, for example, Morgan 1990). 
Increasingly, however, the two strands of interest are coalescing together in tenns of 
their interest in tacit know-how and technological competitiveness. 

This paper seeks to provide an overview of existing research into tacit knowledge but 
more particularly to provide a more rigorous framework in which to analyse and 
codify the different dimensions and attributes of tactiness. It will lastly and most 
importantly seek to outline some of the key policy implications arising frqm this 
review. 

l. Tacit Knowledge: Framework and Attributes 

As noted earlier, there have been conSiderable advances in the measurement of 
embodied technologies associated with new porducts and processes. By contrast, tacit 
knowledge which is informal and non-tangible in character has still been largely 
neglected in the context of research and policy formulation. A major reason why this 
has been the case has been that tacit knowledge still remains a very nebulous concept 
and extremely difficult to measure and evaluate; even compared with formal, non
tangible assets. Section 1 provided a definition of what tacit knowledge is but this · 
mainly defined what tacit knowledge was in tenns of what it was not. To gain a 
better understanding of what tacitness is concerned with, it is useful to outline the 
different elements or attributes that tacit knowledge contains. 

These key dimensions or attributes of tacit knowledge cover:. 

1) The different forms that tacit knowledge can take. 

2) Tacit knowledge acquisition channels - what medium tacit knowledge is 
transferred and, J'elated to this, the organisational/finn level of flows. 

3) The size and seale of tacit knowledge transfer. 

4) The length of time and periodicity of tacit knowledge flows. 

5) The degree of formatity of tacit knowledge. 

6) The time period in the innovation process at which tacit knowledge is gained and 
" utilised. 

s 
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1. The Different Attributes ofT~cit Knowledge. 

As noted above, much of what is written to define what tacit knowledge is, is to 
describe what it is not, i.e. explicit knowledge. Tacitness is something that cannot be 
easily codified or learnt. More specifically, however, are there different types of, or 
dimensions to, tacit knowledge? Zander and Zander (1993) in their analysis of 
imitation and tacitness in two Swedish companies highlight the notion of degrees of 
tacitness based upon Polyani's three forms of tacit knowing. The first, the high speed 
and simultaneity of information processing may force a learner of a new skill to 
work out the details of the coordination for himself/herself. In this case, the actual 
performance cannot be slowed down and practising cannot be done slowly. In the 
second form it is sometimes difficult to articulate all that is necessary to master a skill 
since the action is embedded in the context. If one of the many context variables 
changes too much there will be no performance and all the 'ifs' cannot be 
meaningfully expressed. Lastly, the relationship between the details of a complex 
skill, even if artcuable one by one, is sometimes lost in language, which due to its 
serial nature cannot simultaneously serve to describe relationships and cbaraterise the 
things related. Zander and Zander (1993, 186) see this as leading to "our assertion 
that skills tend to be more articuable when the pace of the required performance is 
slow and pace variations are tolerable, when a standardised, controlled context for the 
performance is somehow assured, and when the performance as a whole can be truly 
cut down to a set of simple parts that relate to one another only in very simple ways." 

Tacit knowledge therefore involves learning and skill but in a way that C8D1lOt be 
communicated in any direct, codified way. ~g by doing' and 'learning by using' 
(and also 'learning to learn') are therefore crucial elements in tacit knowledge 
acquisition associated with direct, on-the-job contact with new equipment, 
workpractice or operation. This directness is important at either a person-to-machine, 
person-to-person or person-to-activity basis. It is hard to conceive of situatiolis where 
tacit knowledge can be acquired indirectly as this would involve some kind of 
codification and lack of direct experience. 

2. Tacit Knowledge: Generation, Acquisition and Organisatio111Jl Flows. 

A key element, particularly in corporate strategy and policy debates, is how tacit 
knowledge can be acquired. Since tacitness is something very much to do with direct 
experience and is person-embodied it is not directly codifiable via artefacts. A fum or 
organisation can possess tacit knowledge through its workforce or via the operational 
milieu that exists and is created within the organisational ~~· As such 
personnel within a finn can gain tacit· knowledge via direct work experience in, for 
example, the production process, research laboratory or pilot plant. Tacit knowledge, 
however, is not a static stock of knowledge. It is continually being built upon and 
learnt, involving intuition and trial and error (although equally it can be forgotten; see 
Douglas 1987; Johnson 1992). This can include improvements and modifications to 
new technology in tenns of plant and machinery aquired from outside the firm 
(associated with learning by using) or new machinery or workpractices, involved with 
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production or other corporate fjmctions, developed within the finn (associated with 
learning by doing). In either of the two cases, although the technology may be 
acquired from outside the firm, tacit knowledge is gained from experiences within the 
firm. 

Tacit knowledge, however, can also be gained from outside the firm. It can involve 
staff working off-site collaborating with other firms in the same industry or sector 
(horizontal collaboration) or via vertical collaboration backwards with suppliers, or 
forwards with firms further up the production or marketing chain. Tacit knowledge 
can also be gained via intermediaries, such as consultancies, that provide deirect on
the-job training or undertake, for example, diagnostic or trouble-shooting services. 

As such the . organisational level at which tacit know-how flows can occur is 
particularly useful in codifying support mechanisms and policy intervention levels. 
These can be classified ~: 

i) Intra-firm/intra-organisational flows - involving the movement and contact of 
personnel between sites and countries within the same organisation. 

ii) Inter-firm flows: horizontal - relating to the movement of, and contact with, staff 
between different firms working in the same industry and collaborating with each 
other. 

iii) Inter-firm flows:vertical - covering the links between staff from firms in different 
industries collaborating on the same product, process or technology field 
(associated with comakership, buyer-supplier, vendor and subcontracting links). 

iv) Inter-institutional flows- involving links and staff flows between firms, higher 
education institutes (HEis ), public research establishments (PREs) and other 
intennediaries. 

All these acquisition channels though they can cross firm or organisational boundaries 
are associated with largely person-embodied acquisition patterns rooted in direct on
site learning and experience. Since tacit knowledge cannot be easily codified or 
stored it can over time be forgotten by individuals. Similarly in a more general 
organisational context the conditions from which tacit knowledge can be gained can 
also be eroded over time if the right environmental context is dissipated. Tacit 
knowledge may also be lost by the hiring away of skilled staff by another firm. 
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. 3. Scale of Tacit Knowledge. 

Much of the discussion about tacit knowledge has been about the individual. This is 
·not surprising given that tacit knowledge is largely person-embodied. On this basis, is 
it appropriate to consider tacit operating at a finn level? Equally how far can a fmn 
be said to have a clear tacit knowledge profile of its own? Certainly individuals as a 
group can be involved in jointly aquiring tacit knowledge associated with the 
working conditions of the firm and its collaborative links. Some forms of tacit 
knowledge may indeed be only acquired within a group,. collective learning context. 
For example the working practices developed on the shopfloor, or in a particular 
research laboratory group. Many firms can be said to have such identifiable corporate 
cultures and learning capabilities (see, for example, Utrich et al. 1993) that these 
might be considered to form the basis for a more corporate-wide tacit knowledge 
environment that can be sustained and nurtured. Strategies and policies designed at 
improving tacit knowledge of the firm need to consider both the individual, group, 
site, business unit and firm levels. How can the working environments within each of 
these levels be developed which can' be sustained and improved in relation to tacit 
knowledge learning? Firms also need to consider net flows of tacit knowledge to and 
from the firm; with ,for example, outward flows from the firm via the hiring away of 
skilled staff and inward flows through the recruitment in of new personnel. 
Considerations of scale are therefore crucially important here in terms of strategies 
and policies. 

4. The Timing and Periodicity ofTacit Knowledge Flows. 

The timescale and periodicity involved in personal contacts when transferring tacit 
know-how is also important. It can range from a one-off face-to-face meeting, 
through to temporary staff-secondment and on. to full, long term relocation of research 
and technical staff (and hiring in of staft). Equally on-site training or inter-firm 
collaboration can also involve one-off, infrequent contacts through to lengthy, long 
term programmes involving large budgets. 

5. Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Stage of the Innovation Process . 

Related to this dimension is the stage at which tacit knowledge is gained and utilised 
in the innovation and production is an important strategy and policy dimension. 
Thus tacit knowledge transfer can occur when: 

-generating new scientific knowledge (associated with learning~to-learn); 
-incorporating new knowledge in the design of a new product; 
-when learning new production methods (learning-by-doing); 
-or once the new product or process is being used by inside the firm or by 

external consumers (learning-by-using; see, for example, Slaughter 1993) .. 
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It is important to emphasise that tacit knowledge is g&ined throughout the innovation 
and production chain of a company, not just on the shopfloor asSociated with direct 
manufacturing operations. Tacit know-how is therefore gained and utilised 
throughout all functions and stages of a firm's operations. 

6. Formality of Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Transfer. 

Although tacit knowledge cannot be formalised in the sense that it is codifiable or 
exactly reproducable nonetheless the conditions from which tacit knowledge can be 
acquired can vary substantially in terms of formality. They can range from pbmned 
on-the-job training schemes that are run by outside interm~aries to informal, chance 
contacts or via trial-and-error sessions by employees working on their own, perhaps .in 
their spare time. 

3. Tacit Knowledge: Imitatloa, Diffusion and Appropriabillty 

It is a paradoxical that policies that have been targeted at tacit knowledge have ~ 
aimed at improving the diffusion of tacit knowledge between firm although it has 
been revealed that tacit knowledge has been a key barrier in the diffusion_ of 
technological innovation. A key element is that tacit knowledge is difficult to codify 
and that it is part of a long tenD, accumulated learning process that often proceeds 
more systematic scientific understanding of a technology or process. 

Thus studies on the growth of the US commercial airenft iDdustry bas highlighted 
the incremental developments in aircraft and engine design associated with learning 
by using during the course of aircraft operations and uncertainty involved in the 
complex integration of the whole range of aircraft subsystems. This can often be 
likened to a search process of testing and discovery. As such "a great deal of the 
knowledge that is important to the operation and improvement of a given process or 
product technology is 'tacit' that is, not easily embodied in a blueprint or operating
manual" (Mowery and Rosenberg 1988, 9; see also Mowery and Rosenberg 1982; 
1985). This helps to explain earlier observations of the industry in terms of the 
benefits of the steep learning curve associated with the increasing number of total 
airframes built by a particular aircraft company (Wright 1936). This view has been 
taken up in more detail by Vincenti's (1984) study of the aircraft industry and the 
development of flush riveting in airplanes. Here aircraft companies req~ practical 
'trial-and-error', 'hands-on' experience Oeaming by using) to fully master . the new 
technology and personal demonstration(Vincenti 1984, 563; see also Vincenti 1990). 

Equally many of the early developments in the pharmaceutical industry were 
dependent not on sound scientific theory but on observation and 'feel' for wbat \ws 
right in terms of how patients reacted to new medicines (see, for example, Liebenau 
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1984; Swann 1988). Early work in, for example, the use of insulin for treating 
diabetes was based on the close observation of the effects of various pancreatic 
extracts on animals and hwnans (Swann 1988, 123). It was often only subsequently 
that scientific discoveries and advance were able to explain and systematise the initial 
observations and practice that arose out of them in medicine. lbis could also be seen 
in developments in metallurgy. As such "well into the twentieth century, metallurgy 
was a sector in which the technologist typically 'got there first', developing powerful 
new technologies in advance of systematic guidance by science" (Mowery and 
Rosenberg 1988, 33). 

All these examples serve to indicate that science does not always precede 
developments in technology and production and that innovation is frequently 
associated with long term accumulated knowledge that is difficult to acquire. As such 
the very strength and importance of tacit knowledge is that it is often very difficult to 
be imitated by competitor firms. Work by Zander and Zander (1993) has revealed in 
the case of one innovation, a pulp flash dryer, that tacit knowledge (particularly in the 
critical area of dryer dimensioning which requires the exact tooling of different parts 
of the dryer) was important in reastricting imitators and proved to be highly effective 
in providing a long term, competitive advantage for the firm who initially developed 
it. However tacitness by itself may not always restrict imitation. In another example 
from Zander and Zander's study, a hydraulic rock drill, there were a large number of 
imitators in spite of a complex and partly tacit manufacturing process where reverse 
engineering and other methods to get hold of the production technology were strongly 
impaired. In the case of the pulp flash dryer a key factor reducing imitation was not 
tacit knowledge by itself but that this tacit know-how could not be held by 
individuals, or a small group of individuals, who could then leave and set up for 
themselves or work for rival companies. lbis was achieved by restricting the access 
and maintaining secrecy of the accumulated learning as far as possible through 
combining bits of tacit knowledge (in part through the eventual codification of some 
of the critical knowledge) from local sources into one central place, Sweden, and not 
allowing this information then to be dispersed back down to these local units. 

Tacit knowledge may not, in itself, therefore provide the basis for gaining competitive 
advantage over existing and potential competitors. However in combination with 
making tacit know-how difficult to copy or replicate by competitors, via hiring away 
of key staff, reverse engineering or by other means of getting hold of tacit knowledge 
and accumulated learning, it can be a powerful element in a firm's wider knowledge 
base (Nelson and Winter 1982; Winter 1987; Dosi 1988) and competitive capability. 
For a firm to develop a successful strategy on the basis of its tacit know~edge skills it 
therefore needs to enhance these capabilities by a range of other measures that will 
protect them from imitation. Above all companies need to continually regenerate 
their tacit knowledge capabilities and enable them to captured and enhanced at a 
business unit or firm level, rather than allow them to reside in a few individuals or 
groups of people who may then leave. 
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For firms who have incrementally built up and developed such tacit knowledge 
capabilities, imitation and diffusion of this expertise and knowledge base to other 
firms will therefore usually be the last thing that they will want By contrast for 

· policymakers, imitiation and diffusion of tacit know-how is often $eeD as the key 
element in a strategy such as this to enhance and develop the overall capabilities of a 
local or national economy. Moreover the simplest and most effective way this may 
be achieved would be via firms with tacit knowledge capabilities to share their 
accumulated learning with other firms and/or to encourage the mobility of workers 
possessing tacit knowledge skills to move freely between firms with the aim of 
improving tacit knowledge flows that way. How can this apparent conflict be 
resolved, particulalry when implemen~g policies that may actually damage, harm or 
reduce the few 'lead' firms in an economy that possessd strong tacit knowledge 
capabilities and that are important in providing job opportunities and economic 
growth for the whole of the community? This issue will be addressed in .the final 
section of this paper presenting the conclusions from this malysis and providing more 
specifically an outline of the policy implications of the work. 

4. Conclusions and Policy lmplieatioJll 

What has this review and analysis revealed about tacit knowledge itself and in 
suggesting what potential there exists for developing successful strategic programmes 
in this field? Certainly a number of significant points have arisen from the analysis 
concerning tacit knowledge: 

1) Firstly tacit knowledge will not in itself confer major technical and competitive 
advantages for a firm. If tacit knowledge can be acquired or imitated relatively easily 
the advantage conferred through the competitive process Win not remain important for 
very long for the firm that has taken the lead in developing and acquiring it. 

2) Secondly, the importance of tacit knowledge appears to vary significantly between 
sector, technology, market or product group (Metcalfe and Gibbons 1989, 164). The 
importance and relevance of tacit knowledge may indeed vary significantly within an 
industry or even between products produced by the same firm. More research needs 
to be undertaken on why these inter-industry and inter-frim variations in the 
importance of tacit knowledge exists, but it in tum would also help to reveal more 
about the nature of tacit knowledge itself. 

3) Thirdly, the issue of imitation, forgetting and hiring away of key staff highlights 
the importance of viewing tacit knowledge in terms of a dynamic process of 
generation and flows that alter the total stock and profile of tacit know-how that a 
firm holds at any one time. Tacit knowledge should therefore not be seen as a static 
phenomenon but involves a stock of knowledge that is continually being added to 
through accumulated learning and eroded away via loss of staff, forgetting or through 
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other companies attempting to capture similar tacit qualities. As such what may be 
termed the 'competitive stock of tacit knowledge' a firm possesses involves: 

-assimilation (inflow) of tacit knowledge from outisde the fiml; 
-changes in its own internal stock of tacit knowledge capabilities which varies 
according to its generation and accumulation (increase) of know-how learning 
as well as loss via institutional forgetting or misplacing; and lastly, 
-via imitation (leakage) of tacit know-how to other firms. 

It should be recognised that the actual stock of tacit knowledge a firm holds does not 
go down when it is imitated by other firms as infonnation and knowledge once gained 
cannot be lost simply by sharing it (Stigler 1961; Lamberton 1983 ;although it can still 
be forgotten, abandoned or misplaced by the firm). 

4) Fourthly, the time dimension is an important element when considering tacit 
knowledge. Here again although the actual stock of tacit know-how a firm possesses 
may be large its competitive stock of knowledge may not be large if it can be rapidly 
imitated by other competitors. The more a firm an therefore lengthen the period 
between imitation and 'catching up' by other: firms of tacit know-how the more it 
extends its 'competitive stock of knowledge'. In essence it seeks to lengthen its quasi 
or temporary monopoly in the use of knowledge (Tiler and Gibbons 1991, 50). 

S) Lastly, it is important to distinguish between tacit knowledge and learning at the 
individual and firm levels. Individuals are significant sources, conduits and 
generators of tacit knowledge, but a finn's tacit knowledge and leamlng base is not 
just simply the sum of its individual employees. There is organisational learning, as 
well as individual learning paterns, led by key teams of managers and decisionmakers 
throughout the firm which steer the cognitive developnent of the firm and help create 
an environment where tacit knowledge can be more successfully generated and 
sustained by individuals working within the firm. More particularly, as has been 
indicated earlier, the key components of how a new technology or product can often 
only be aquired and stored at the firm level; individuals, although they may have 
contributed to that store of knowledge will not be able to hold all the necessary 
infonnation· and know-how for its successful production and marketing. 

In the preceding section the conflict between the objective of the firms, which seek to 
reduce the communicability and imitation of their tacit knowledge stock to maintain 
their competitive advantage, and the aim of policymakers trying to encourage the 
diffusion of tact know-bow as much as possible between target firms, ·was raised. 
How can these apparently conflicting objectives be reconciled and what appropriate 
policy strategies can be suggested regarding the generation and transfer of tacit 
knowledge competences? A number of policy issues and strategies are worth noting 
here. 
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Firstly, is tacit knowledge the most appropriate or rewarding policy mechanism to .. 
enable the target group of firms to achieve long term technical and competitive 
performance? As has been indicated although tacit knowledge can be a key 
component in the teclmical competence of a firm this is not true in all sectors or 
technologies. Policymakers should consider whether strategies aimed at enhancing 
tacit know-how amongst companies is most appropriate for the set of firms it is 
targeting. Other initiatives may be more appropriate or the set of firms which are 
being targeted for tacit knowledge upgrading may need to be more tightly focused for 
resources to be most effectivley allocated. 

Secondly, although there has been emphasis in policy terms on spreading tacit know
how between firms, tacit knowledge enahncement programmes may be more 
effectively targeted at tacit know-how generation within firms. As has been shown, at 
least initial evidence suggests that tacit is highly specific not only at sector or 
technology level, but also within individual product groups or similar production 
processes. What may work for one industry, or one firm within an industry or indeed 
one product being manufactured by a firm may not work for other industrieS, firms or 
products. Thus there might have been too much emphasis in the past on trying to 
transfer tacit knowledge from other firms instead of 'starting from scratch' by looking 
at a frim on its own and deciding what existing tacit knowledge capability it bas and 
what improvements could be made to build up and enhance its accumulated learning 
and tacit know-how competence. This could be part of a wider programme to 
improve the learning process across the organisation (ltami and Roehl 1987). 
Consideration should also be given to how a firm can defend its competitive stock of 
tacit knowledge, tllereby extending its temporary lead and response times over its 
competitors. · On this basis one such programme that would complement such an 
approach would be to set up a 'tacit knowledge task force', made up of individuals 
seconded from other firms with good tacit knowledge records that would visit 
individual firms and factories to advise on developing a good competence in tacit 
knowledge acquisition and generation which would provide a long term tacit 
knowledge strategy for the enterprise. 

Firms can be encouraged to share their tacit knowledge and learning skills with other 
firms in certain circumstances but rarely if ever with firms in direct competition to 
them. Obviously not all firms are competitors and indeed sharing tacit skills may 
have long term benefits to the providing firm. This relates most directly to sharing 
know-how with firms that are vertically related to the sharing or providing fum. This 
would involve fums, which the tacit 'donor company has backward or forward 
linkages with associated with the same sector or technology. A number of .lead firms, 
mainly from Japan but also latterly from the US, already seek to help their suppliers 
to achieve their corporate quality supply standards, or to speed up production and 
timeliness of delivery. Companies may also be supported to share their tacit 
competences with firms more generally but external to their specific market ('n~n
rival firms'; Von Hippel 1987, 301; see also Von Hippel 1988). Here firms may be 
encouraged to participate as part of their wider corporate responsibility to the local 
community or to support their regional or national economy. Such sharing of 
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infonnation and knowledge would be more general in nature, but may provide 
guidelines to participating firms in how they might adapt such principles to their 
particular situation. Lastly, in this context, firms may be helped to share tacit know
how even on a horizontal basis with firms in the same industry or product market 
This is likely to be more unusual but may occur between Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs) or local companies operating in the same industry or technology 
sector who may be willing to share tacit information on a limited basis to help 
compete against larger, more powerful companies, often from overseas. Identification 
of such a common threat may galvanise such smaller ~ompanies into at least some 
mutual cooperation. 

The distinction between tacit knowledge learning and aquisition at the individual and 
firm level was made earlier. Tacit knowledge strategies could instead of focusing on 
the firm could target individual workers. Here schemes could take workers from a 
range of organisations and take them as a group (or seperately) outside their own 
workplace to develop and refine their tacit skills and learning processes as individual 
workers. Although this may not directly help the firms themselves in the short run, it ' 
would seek to create a local or sector specific set of tacit talent that should provide 
·long term benefits to firms as workers go and apply what they have learnt and 
acquired to their own organisation or indeed other organisations. Sometimes the 
process of moving workers from one job environment with its own set of innate tacit 
skills to a different working environment may-facilitate this tacit knowledge transfer 
but also enhance new tacit know-how learning as well. . Indeed one of the oldest 
schemes associated with tacit knowledge transfer, the teaching Company Scheme 
(TCS), set up in the UK focused on this approach by transferring workers ~mpolyed 
in universities and transferring ·them to firms. The 'associate' was then jointly 
supervi~ed by academics and industrialists on a specific project within the fmn. In 
essence, therefore, the TCS is "a mechanism designed to promote the movement of 
tacit knowledge from the site of its production to coDUQercial enterprise, with the 
explicit aim of translating this mowledge into terms which will help the enterprise 
solve key problems" (Tiler and Gibbons 1991, 51). 

All policy programmes and strategies aimed at improving tacit knowledge learning 
and skills of firms are difficult to establish and implement by the very nature that the 
focus of such policies, tacitness, is difficult to codify, standardise and transfer. 
However although it should not be seen as a panacea for all economic ills it does 
represent a valuable tool for many firms to enhance their competitive and technical 
profile and does not require vaste amounts of new resources .or funding to be put in 
place to make substantial improvements in industrial performance. 
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I. TACIT KNOWLEDGE AND MODElS OF TECHNICAL CHANGE 

Technical change can be analyzed at two levels: within specific firms and at the aggregate 

economic level of a region, nation, or even the world. The results of empirical studies of 

bow the innovative process is organized within firms have frequently influenced aggregate 

models of techni~ change because of the central role of the firm in developing and 

diffusing innovations. Cons~quently, historical changes in how firms organize innovation 

can influence aggregate models of technical change. This connection between a specific 

historical context and a particular model of technical change indicates that the change 

from simple to more complex models, as documented in several reviews of the· history 

of models of technical change, partly reflects not only an improvement in our 

understanding of technical change, but also, to a significant extent, changes in the social, 

economic, and technological conditions under which technical change occurs1
• Both firm

specific and agpegate models can also contain a normative component by pointing 

towards methods which arc believed to improve the organisation and efficiency of 

innovation, rather than describing how innovative activities are actually organized in a 

particular country and time period. 

SIIJge Mod&r of Techniad Cluuage 

The standard approach to modelling innovation is to divide the process of technical 

change into several independent stages. The stages usually consist of basic research which 

produces new scientific discoveries, applied research where scientific discoveries are 

developed into new inventions, market experimentation where inventions are further 

developed into innovations, and finally, the diffusion of the innovative product or process 

. throughout the economy. 

The simplest and most widely-known stage model of technical change is the basic linear 

model that became prominent in the 1950s. The model represents technical change as 

a series of sequential steps, starting with basic .research and ending in the Qiffusion of a 

fully-developed product or process. The ba.Sic linear model has been metaphorically 

compared to a pipeline because it suggests that an increase in the flow of upstream or 

1 For reviews of the history of models of technical change, see Forrest (1991), ZimaD (1991) and 
Rothwell (1992). 



supply-side inputs into the pipeline will directly· increase the number of new marketable 

products and processes flowing ·out the downstream end. The conclusion that can be 

drawn from this model is that the most iinportant government policy is to support supply

side factors such as basic and applied research2
• 

In the late 1960s the goal of innovation and technology policy partly shifted from the 

support of supply-side proj~cts to meet government-defined go~ towards policies to 

improve the competitiveness of private indusuyl. The concern for competitiveness led 

to several new versions of stage models which included downstream or demand-side 

factors to pull or draw innovations through. the various stages. The firm-level deMand 

model that was equivalent to the basic linear model simply changed the direction of the 

arrows so that the innovation process began in market demand, as measured by the 

diffusion of a product, and ended in new applied research4
• Later stage models included 

both supply and demand factors while retaining an emphasis on sequential change and 

relatively isolated stages of activity. More advanced models included both demand and 

supply factors and recognized the possibility of bottlenecks occurring at or between the 

stages of the innovative process. 

The strength of stage models lies in the division of the innovative process into several 

discrete and identifiable stages. These stages reflected the traditional division of the 

innovative process within firms into separate departments such as R&D, production, and 

marketing. Aggregate stage models provided policy makers with a taxonomy of technical 

change that could be used to develop interventionist or support programmes to alter 

conditions at a specific stage. For example, the emphasis in the basic linear model on 

supply-side factors provided policy makers with a useful guide for the support of mission

oriented projects to develop civilian nuclear power, the Apollo space program, or military 

2 Rothwell & Dodgson ( 1992) comment that this model of technical change, also influenced the 
behaviour of private firms. 

· · 3 Freeman (1991) comments that technology policy has gone through several phases. The phase of 
mission-oriented research began in the late 19401 and continued into the early 196C& 1be end of this 
pbase partly overlapped with a period from the 1960s to the late 1970s wben the main concern was with 
competitiveness. 

4 See the discussion in Rothwell (1992) or the example in Prakke (1992), wbo presents a linear 
demand model to highlight the importance of demand in shaping the innovation strategies of private firms. 
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equipment. These projects were supported by massive government expenditures in basic 

and applied research in order develbp products that met technical performance objectives 

and did not have to meet demand or market-driven criteria. More complex stage models 

that incorporated bottlenecks and both demand and supply-side factors suggested three 

types of government policies: subsidies to increase the supply of basic research, 

competition and other policies to prevent bottlenecks during the stage of applied 

research and market experimentation, and policies to create demand-pull, either through 

goveriunent procurement, regulation, or programmes to support the wider diffusion of 

a technology and its applications . 

Sysums Model of Technictd Cluuap tUUl 1M lmJ10111UU2 of Tacit Knowlalge 

Stage models focus on each of 

the specific stages and tend to 

ignore how each stage is 

linked with another stage. 

Each separate stage is, in 

effect, considered in isolation 

from activities in other areas, 

including its upstream and 

downstream partners. 

However, empirical research, 

including both case studies of 

the organisation of innovation 

within firms and studies of 

technical change at an 

aggregate level, have shown 

that how the stages are linked 

has a significant impact on 

Ezpectetl ComJMtitive Benefits to FU711S from 
Closer IIIUmlll, IUUl &unud Linlcages in ta 

Innovative· Procas 

1. Shoner develoPment times for innovations. 

2 Increase in the number and quality of 
innovations. 

3. ReductiOn in costs and financial risks, due to 
the increasing complexity of &!cD, through 
collllboration with other firms. 

4. Increase in technological opponunities from 
linking several technologies to deyelop 
innovations based on "technological fusion". 

5. Improved transfer of tacit knowledge and 
better user-producer relationships through 
networking. 

technical change. For example, research on how successful innovative firms. in Japan, the 

US and Europe organize technical change indicates that many of these firms use 

integrated development teams which span the traditional division into R&D, production, 

and marketing. Integrated d~elopment techniques were noted in empirical case studies 

from the late 1960s in advanced industrial laboratories, but these methods have since 



been studied in a large variety of firms5
• 

Integrated development techniques increase the density of links between two or more 

stages and imply a gradual disintegration of the boundaries that separate one stage from 

another. Similarly, research on technical change at an aggregate level has noted an 

increase in collaborative alliances between companies to share R&D expertise, costs, or 

to investigate opportuniti~ through the fusion of different technologies'. Linkages or · 

networks have also developed among and between public and privately-funded R&D 

laboratories. These alliances act to increase the density of links within a particular stage. 

Tighter linkages between and within different stages appear to have been partly 

undertaken by private firms in order to improve their competitiveness. Table 1 

summarizes several benefits to firms from organising innovation around close links 

between the different stages of the innovative process. , 

Empirical studies also show that technical change does not develop over time through a 

series of sequential-stages, as indicated by many stage models. Instead, technical change 

is a complex process which contains both cumulative feedback loops and multi-directional 

links. A few examples of feedback loops and linkages which fall outside of the pattern 

predicted by linear stage models are given in Table 2. 

The existence of a large variety of multi-directional linkS and cumulative effects suggest 

using a syste~ approach to technical change which focuses on the interactive links 

between different stages and the composilion of these linkages. This approach ~o assumes 

I 
5 See, for example, Monon's (1967) study on innovation in the BeU Labs in the 196(L For several 

recent case studies. see Corcoran (1992). There is an exteDSive discussion in the innovation managemeat 
literature, much of it inspired by the sua:ess of leading Japanese firms (Rothwell, 1992), of the nCecl for 
firms to develop new innovations through R&D teams that span se\'eral stages of the innovative pi'OCCSS 
and include personnel from botb research and managemenL For example, Frey (1989) advises maDagers -
to 'junk their linear R&D' model and to adopt integrated development tecllniques in order to shorten 
product development times and develop a competitive lead over other firms. Fums that partly owe their 
succea to reducing the boundaries between several stages in the innovative process include Hewlett 
Packard, 3M. Canon, and Honda. See, for ezampl~ Van de Ven (1986), Peters (1983), Quinn (1986), and 
Imai et al (1985). 

6 For an empirical study on networking and alliances between firms, see Hagedoom &: Scbakenraad 
(1992) and for a review of networking see Freeman (1991). In regards to tedmological fusion, ~odama 
(1992) suggests that the rewards from collaborative R&D may be' far greater from projects which combiDe 
or fuse several unrelated tedmologies than from collaborative projects based on one tedulology. 

. ' 



that the process of technical 

change must be understood as 

a whole instead of as a series 

of isolated stages. 

A systems approach to 

technical change developed. in 

the 1980s, partly in response 

to studies on the organisation 

of innovation in successful 

innovative firms7• An early 

"interactive" model descnbed 

the process of innovation 

within the firm as a "complex 

net of communication paths, 

both intra-organisational and 

extra-organisational, linking 

together the various in-house 

functions and linking the firm 

Table 2 

Feedbtldc Loops & Linkllge Effects 

Feedback loops: 
• An increase in the number of users of a 

network technology 11Ullces it more attractive 
to non-adopters, leading to funher increases 
in the number of users. 

• The expectation of an improved product in 
the shon-term future slows diffusion and 
lowers profit rates, leading to a delay in the 
introduction of the expected improved 
product. 

Linkllge effects: 
• Problems encountered in applied research 

stimulate new basic research. 

• New innovations in scientific equipment 
which reduce the cost of basic and applied 
research. 

to the broader scientific and technological community and to the market-place'•. This 

emphas~s on communication paths is similar to the systems approach taken here, but 

there are two important differences. 

First, the systems model developed below carefully considers not only particular stages 

or activities such as applied research, design, or the production of a prototype, but also 

the role of different actors in technical change. These actors consist of both individuals 

such as scientists, engineers, technicians and marketing staff and the institutions involved 

in technical change, including public and private institutions such as production plants, 

research institutes, and universities. Second, and more importantly, the S)'Stems model 

7 See for exampl~ the firm-level systems model of Rickards (1985). RothweU (1992) reviews several 
firm-level systems models that were developed between the late 197~ and the late 1~. 

8 RothwcU and ·Zegveld, 1985, cited in Rothwell, 1992. Rothwell later develops the integrative model 
into what he defines as a •systems integration and netwOrking model•. This is a aormative model wbich 
points out how innovation should be organized in the future. 



closely examines the structure, composition and organisation of the "communication 

paths". This leads to the recognition that the cumulative creation of knowledge through 

learning plays a central role in technical change. This, role requires greater elaboration. 

The communication paths that link different activities and actors arc made up of 

information flows and more importantly, by the transfer of la&owledge. Information can 

take three forms. It is CC?Dtained in ~acts such as equipment, instruments, and 

materials that are used in production; it is available as data or in written documents such 

as reports,_joumal articles, and books; and it is held by individuals. The first two forms 

of information are characterized by the fact that they are not tied to any particular 

individual because they are available in a codified form. However, of greater importance 

to innovation is knowledge, which is often tacit in the sense that it is not available as 

codified information' and by definition, is held by individuals. Knowledge is the essential 

requirement for technical change since it encompasses the know-how, skills, and 

experience to innovate. Knowledge is obtained and increased through a process of 

learning; from codified sources of information, from direct experience as a result of · 

doing, or from other individuals as . a result of interactingl0• The development of 

knowledge through a range of activities based on learning is defined here as a process 

of assimilatiOn while the abDity of firms to apply assimilated knowledge to productive 

uses is defined as the abSorptive capacity of a firm11• Since knowledge frequently cannot 

be obtained from codified information, the most effective means of linking different 

activities in the innovation process is often through direct contacts between 

knowledgeable individuals. 

This accumulation of knowledge over time as a result of learning is one of two essential 

factors that drive technical change. G~ven the capacity within public or private firms to 

9 Dasgupta .and David (1992) argue tbat the proponion of knowledge which is not available as codified 
information partly reflec:ts the costs and benefits of codification and disclosure oompared to oon-clisclosure. 

1° For an extensive discussion of the importance of teaming to tedmical change and for a taxonomy 
of learning, see the anides by Lundvall (1992) and Johnson (1992) in LUDdvall (eel) NIUiotull Systems of 
IIIIIOVation: TowtJTds a Theory of IIIIIDVation tllld llltD'IJCtive Letlming. The book builds a theory of 
innovation based, on learning which has many similarities with the systems perspective provided here. 

11 The definition of absorptive capacity follows Cohen &. Levinthal (1989; 1990) wbo eamine the role 
and ease of learning in the development of absorptive capacity. 
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assimilate information, _ knowledge will 

gradually build up over time as more 

information is obtained and understood 

from either internal or external sources, 

permitting further technical 

developments and the exploration of 

new solutions to a proble~. The other 

essential factor is the system of 

institutional and economic incentives 

and disincentives that direct and guide 

the search for new knowledge into 

-economically profitable areas. 

The focus within a systems approach on 

information, learning and knowledge 

requires an addition to the meaning of 

diffusion used in stage models, where 

diffusion is defined as the physical 

Main Clulrtu:Uristics of a Sysams 
Model of Tecluaical Clumge 

1. Multi-directional links at the same 
point in time between the stages of 
technical change. 

2 Cumulative processes over time 
can lead to feedbacks and lock-in 
effects. 

3. Technical change is dependent on 
knowledge and the assimilation of 
information through learning. 

4. The details of the development 
path and diffusion process for each 
innovation are unique. 

5. Technical change is an 
interdependent and systemic 
process. 

diffusion of a new product or process technology. The systems· approach adds the 

diffusion of information and knowledge. In this respect the systems approach emphasizes 

that the transfer of the ability to assimilate new technologies through- learning is a 

necessary complement to the physical diffusion of new products and processes. For 

example, th~ transfer of a technology across regions, such as within a counuy or between 

developed and less-developed countries, is dependent upon the transfer of the ability to 

use a technology between different actors, for example from_ researchers working in 

university laboratories to researchers working in the R&D departments of private firms. 

In addition, the multi-directional and cumulative characteristicS of technical change, 

combined with differences in the accumulation of knowledge and a wide range of 

historical and regional factors, ensure that the details of the development and diffusion 
( . 

. of each innovation are unique. 

_General Policy Implications of the Systems Model Cor DiD'usion Policy 

Stage models of technical change suggest policies to strengthen each of the stages and 



to ensure that there are no bottlenecks hampering the development of an innovation as 

it proceeds through these stages. The change from a stage to a systems model does not 

imply that all stage-specific interventions are no longer necessary. Instead, the adoption 

of a systems perspective requires a change in emphasis from policies to strengthen 

specific stages to policies to stre.ngthen the process of technical change as a whole. This 
' 

perspective also suggests developing the implications for policy on the basis of the 

characteristic features of ~ovation as a process, rather than focusing on the object -

each individual innovation - or on the range of available policy instruments, such as 

financial subsidies, procurement, or regulations. 

Five main characteristics of a systems approach to technical change are summarized in 

Table 3. Each of these characteristics is of direct relevance to diffusion policy. First, the 

existence of multi-directional linkages at the same point in time raises the need for 

communications infrastructure and networking to promote the circulation of information 

-and knowledge among the various actors and activities involved in innovation. Second, 

the cumulative features of technical change that develop venically over time, much of 

which is due to the accumulation of knowledge, point to the need for policies to promote 

virtuous cycles and the diffusion of beneficial technologies. Third, the importance of 

knowledge and learning stresses the fact that the successful diffusion of many new 

technologies depends on the availability of skilled and knowledgeable individuals. Fourth,

the uniqueness of each innovation suggests the need for customised policies adapted to 

specific conditions, in addition to broad~r policies to support technical change in generaL 

The fifth characteristic, largely the sum of the other four characteristics acting together, 

is the emphasis on technical change as a systemic and interdependent process. This 

characteristic implies the importance of developing complementary, mutually reinforcing 

policies that work to achieve a common goal, as well as the need for coherent policy 

design to avoid conflicts among policies that are aimed at different goals. 

The effect of each of these five characteristics on diffusion policy are briefly outlined 

below. J/lere etnensP.te aisetSSSiom are premdcd, wbcre relevant, ia Clap•efl ").:Me pz~ 
~The policy implications fa tlrls ehaptef are further divided into policies which 

address technical change at an aggregate level and at the level of the firm. This division 

is provided as a rough guide to the most important policies that are suggested by each 



of the five characteristics, but it is important to note that many policies will affect 

technical change at both ·the aggre'gate ,and firm-specific level. Table 4 . provides a brief 

Ttlble 4 

1. Mlllli-directiDIIIIl 
linJaJJa Ill • .,. 

poinl in tiiM 

3.~-
. btnrW,e llllll 1M 
~of 

in/OI'IIIIItiDn 

s. /,.,..,.,.,., spllln 

ImjHiauiDns for Diffu.siMa Policy of 11 SJs16111S 
Appi'OIIda 111 Technit:lll ~ 

• Provitle dev~loped 
cDm1111111icatio IJIId tTlUISJH"f 
systmu 

• Support MtWOrldng IUid. 
coopmuion llmong IJIId 
b.,_. ru«<I'Ch iMtitutions 
and jirms and 1M 
infriJStiUctlD'e of supporting 
servica 

• Design polida to minimize 
undl!siretibk linkage and 
feedback loops 

• Fore~ a switch from diversity 
to~nwMII 

netthd 

• Polidu to support fastD' 
diffusion rata if of benefit 

• MdinttJin an educated and 
sldll«l worlt:forc~ 

• Support trtDUfu and 
interdisciplinary scimca 

• Brood range of programma to 
support diversity 

• Appropri4u ma of both 
ptii!TIIliJIId sp«iJk polida 

• Support ruearch IJIId 
«luctttion that improv~ 
1M organisation of 
innovation 

• PolU:iu to assist firms 
in ruakaming when 
netthd and to ~lop 
new ar~tJS of apertise 

• ProviM support for the 
retraillillg of staff 

• Technology trtms{u and 
~ 
programmu 

• Preserve a diversily of 
future options by 
11111'1U1i11g 1M 
t«hnologkal capacily 
ofjirms 

• ~lop customised 
programmu to tUal 
with the specijk needs 
ofSMEs 

Ensure complemenulty and coherent polida 

summary of the aggregate and firm-level implications for diffusion policy of each of the 

five main characteristics . of the systems model. 



1. Multi-directioiUJl Linbga: Aggregate lnel policia 

Communicatiom Infrastructure: Effective policies to ensure the unobstructed and rapid 

flow of information and knowledge are necessary in order to connect different actors and 

stages in the process of tec~cal change. A basic need is for well-developed 

communication and transport systems to provide the physical infrastructure for the 

intangible system of formal and informal networks which link individuals working for 

different institutions and firms12• 

: y,.,.spec;ji& policia 

Information and communication technologies provide a powerful tool for improving the 

productivity of innovation by increasing the ability of firms to access information and to 

form networks. Yet, the potential of these technologies is often constrained by 

inadequate organisational structures, both within firms and between firms and other 

actors involved in technical change. Future improvements in the innovative capabilities 

of both firms and public institutions will, in many cases, require organisational 

innovations. The ability of many industrial and service sectors to reap productivity 

benefits from new information technologies is also dependent on organisational 

innovations. Governments can support organisational innovation by funding organisational 

research and education. 

2. Technical Cluua• tU a Cllmultdiw PI'OCI!SS: ~ lnel policia 

Linkages and lock-in effects: The continuous accumulation of knowledge, combined with 

the effect of institutional and eCon~mic incentives ~ directing the search for innovations 

,towards profitable directions, leads to the graduai development of areas of technological 

expertise or specialisation among individual actors, firms, and regional clusters of firms 

and public institutions. Specialisation as a result of cumulative experience with a 

particular technology can be of immense benefit and- promote virtuous cycles of 

12 Al the e:Drem~ the importance of multi-directional links for the traasfer of information and 
knowledge suggests two main government polides to suppon innovation: the development of an extensive 
bigb quality teleaJm..munications infrastructure and the supply of large numbers of skilled scientists and 
engineers. Tim approach appears to have been taken by South Korea and Taiwan. For example, the 
number of scientists and engineers iD South Korea has grown explosively from 4,157 in 1953 to 361,920 
in 1981. This increase will continue in the future because of a continuing bigh level of investment in 
engineering and science education. 1be percentage of the Korean population whicb were engineering, 
science or matbs students iD 1987.was 1.3% compared. to 0.74% in Japan (Kim.l991). 
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development that can result in radical new technologies and lower production costs, but 

cumulative effects can also lead to lock-in into a technology that is inferior to alternatives 

or which becomes obsolete at a later date, leading to the need to unlearn earlier 

knowledge and develop new expenise13• Cumulative effects can be caused by linkages 

and feedback loops, for example between the accumulation of knowledge and economic 

incentives. 

Linkage effects occur when a policy which is intended to affect one area unintentionally 

spills over to affect another area. An example of a linkage effect which is relevant to 

diffusion is the connection formed by appropriability conditions between R&D investment 

by private firms and diffusion rates. For example, intellectual property rights and patents 

are designed to stimulate investment in R&D by allowing the innovator to appropriate 

temporary monopoly profits. At the same time, these policies, as a result of increasing 

the market price of an innovation, will reduce the rate of diffusion and lower the social 

benefits of the innovation. Micro-economic simulation models of this problem show that 

there is an optimum level for the strength of appropriability conditions which maximizes 

both investment in innovation and the social benefits of diffusion14• The problem for 

policy makers is to find the approximate location of these levels for economic secton 

where government regulations, for example on patents and intellectual property rights, 

are an important influence on appropriability conditions15• 

Feedback loops occur when the outcome of an action loops back to affect the original 

13 Lock-in commonly occurs as a result of increasing retums to scale, so tbat one technology develops 
large advantages tbat allows it to domiDate ancl eventually replace a competing technology. For example, 
the usefulness of a computer operating system is dependent on the number of software applications, wbich 
in tum is dependent upon the number of users. A virtuous ~le can develop in which an increase in the 
number of usas increases the size of the market and leads to more software applications, ancl hence even 
more users. See David (1985) for an historical example of lock-in to the sub-optimal QWER.1i' keyboard 
and Arthur (1988) for a mathematical explanation of how lock-in to an inferior technology can occur. 

14 This effect is illustrated by Chiaramonte & Dosi (1992) in a mic:I'Oe(X)nomic simGiation model of 
the behaviour of innovating firms in response to different appropriability conditions. 'Ibe model shows tbat 
the ability to appropriate the profits of an innovation is necessary for firms to invest in innovative activities 
which result in aggregate growth. Too high appropriabillty conditions. however, reduce diffusion rates and 
consequently reduce aggregate income ancl productivity growth. For a review of. the literature on optimal 
patent life, see David (1992) Kaufer (1989). 

15 Question.aaire stuc:lies indicate that patents are of importance to the chemical, pharmaceutical, and 
uncomplicated medaanical equipment seaors (Levin et a1, 1987). 



action itself by either increasing or decreasing its strength. Network technologies· which 

increase in value with the number of users frequently benefit from self-reinforcing 

feedback loops. For example, the value of a telephone system to potential subscnbers 

increases with the number of subscnbers, so that an increase in subscriptions will 

continually increase the value of the network and attract additional subscribers (though 

often with diminishing returns per additional subscnber after some point). Feedback 

loops can be very benefi~ but they can also result in lock-in into a specific technology 

because of economies of scale made possible by a larg~ number of users combined with 

substantial levels of investment in exiSting equipment or skills. The problem for policy 

makers faced with cumulative processes is how to identify and encourage the diffusion 

of beneficial or superior technologies and to discourage the diffusion of harmful or 

• inferior technologies. 

Diversity and standardisation: Technical change is based on the exploration of a wide 

range of technical options. Over time, the cumulative characteristics of technical change 

can lead to a reduction of diversity and to a loss of potentially beneficial technologies. 

This suggests a need for policies to maintain diversity, but at some point in time, 

particularly for netwOrk technologies such as distnbution, tra.Dsport, or 

telecommunications systems, diversity can decrease benefits by preventing economies of 

scale, a reduction in costs through intensiVe learning about a technical option, and the 

pot~ntial for network extemalities16• The problem for policy is to determine when and 

how to maintain diversity and when and how to encourage a shift to standardisatio~ for 

example through regulation, to reduce diversity. 

For many technologies, market processes wiD lead to the development of de facto 

standards which reduce diversity without the need for government intervention. In other 

cases, policy intervention may be needed to limit diversity through government 

regulations to establish de jure standards or product compaubility requirements in order 

to permit faster diffusion of a preferred technology. Standards and product. compatibility 

promote diffusion by minimizing information costs and the risks of early adoption for the 

buyers of new products and processes. They can also accelerate the development and 

16 See David, 1992a. 
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diffusion of complementary equipment and services. Compatibility, either due to ex ante 

standards or a post reliance on converte~ or gateways technologies, increases flenbility, 

experimentation, and diffusion by ensuring that new equipment and software can be 

productively combined with existing stock. For example, converter technolqgies to link 

different network systems and regions will increase the number of potential users and 

consequently improve both the diffusion of these technologies and the information that 

these technologies are desi~ed to carry. 

Rate of diffusion: The rate of diffusion is dependent on cumulative effects such as the 

development of knowledge about a technology and its use. In most cases diffusion rates 

are best determined by market factors, but in other cases there could be a role for 

policies to increase the rate of diffusion, for example for technologies with important 

positive externalities or social benefits. 

Agglomeration effects: The accumulation of experience by a number of related firms or 

institutions in a locality can lead to agglomeration effects where technologi~ expertise 

is concentrated in a geographical region. This agglomeration can be reinforced over time 

by the importance of personal contacts to learning, a growing supply of skilled labour, 

the presence of demanding users, and the development of networks betwe~n firms, 

institutions, and users17• 

:Finn-specific policia 

Firms need to develop virtuous cycles of learning in economically valuable areas of 

technological expertise. Many of the foundations for this process are provided by access 

to a range of factors that are discussed elsewhere, such as access to skilled labour and 

good communication links with both users and suppliers. The problem in this area is to 

develop policies that can assist firms to break-out of specialisation in a technological area 

of declining value, or to "unlearn" past skills so that the firm is capable of .learning new 

ones. 

17 On the .implications of these effects on the dynamics of regional growth, see David &. Rosenbloom 
(1990). 



3. KnowiMlge tmd Letuning: ~ Polida 

Provision of Skilled Scientists and tngineers: The diffusion of information in whatever 

form, for example in new equipment, electronic data or printed articles, is of little value 

unless this information can be assimilated by firms. The importance of knowledge, skills 

and experience and the need to assimilate information through learning points directly 

t.o the importance of a skilled workforce, particularly scientists and engineers, who can 

acquire the necessary ~ledge to develop, adapt, and apply innovations. 

A good educational system is a vital component in the mainteuance and development of 

a skilled workforce. Education can provide both practical skills and the ability to 

assimilate the results of ~ther research. For example, the publicly available results of 

basic research cannot be assimilated byfirms or other in$titutioos without individuals who 

are trained in basic research and therefore able to understand and use the results18• 

Skills and knowledge can also be supported through formal and informal networks for 

sharing knowledge among individuals working in both private and public organisations. 

Another means is to provide practical experience and opponunities to develop 

knowledge through learning-by-doing. Most of this occurs within firms, but governments 

can also support learning-by-doing through public research institutions. 

Transfer and interdisciplinmy sciences: Transfer or applied sciences19 create a bridge 

between basic research and p.ractical needs. They ar~ an ess~ntial means of transferring 

knowledge betwee~ different areas of research and consequently need strong 

governmental suppon. Similarly, interdisciplinaiy sciences that can link, for example, both 

18 See Pavin (1991) for a discussion of the value of aovemment suppon for basic research in order 
to produce trained researchers and to attract dowDstream development of tedmological and procluclioa 
actjvities. In addition, David, Mowery and Steinmueller (1992) arpe that both tbe negative, and positive 
results of basic research are of value by providinJ Jm.owledgeable researdlers with •maps• that caD. pide 
the search for commerc:ially beneficial new tedmologies; both by indicating where and where not to 
undertake costly exploratory R&D. 

19 TraDSfer sciences include engineering disciplines such as mechanical and elecUical engineering aacl 
optics, disciplines concerned with information technology, chem.isuy-relatcd fields such as materials sciellce 

·and chemical engineering, and Ufe sciences such as medidlle, pbarmaaJlogy, agronomics, and soil sciellce. 
For a more extensive list and an analysis of the importance of traasfer sdeaces, see pp. 35-37, OECD, 
1991. 
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natural and social sciences could play an increasingly valuable role in finding solutions 

to organisitional and environmental problems. 

National versus supra-national systems of innovation: The ability to assimilate information, 

much of which can only be learned through direct personal contact, is maintained and 

strengthened by both formal and informal networks between R&D workers .and by 

educational and public res~arch institutions. These networks and institutions are usually 

an integral part of a national system of innovation which, in tum, is partly defined by a 

common language, educational system, and academic and business culture. The 

importance of national systems of innovation raises questions about the eff~ of supra

national innovation policies and the application of the subsidiarity principle. 

Firm·lnel policies 

· Supponing a Skilled Workforce: Policies to increase industrial competitiveness must 

ensure that firms have access to an adequately skilled workforce that carl both develop 

innovations within the firm and assimilate new techniques that are developed outside of 

the firm. This is unlikely to be a problem for large firms as long as the educational 

infrastructure provides a supply of trained graduates. On the other hand, under certain 

conditions there may be a role for government policies to subsidize the employment of 

scientists and engineers by SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) or to subsidize 

training programmes to upgrade the sldlls of a wide variety of workers who need to use 

new technologies. 

Many SMEs do not have the ~ancial resources to continually 'search for potentially 

beneficial applications of existing or new technologies. One option is provide this type 

of information through innovation centres or technology· outreach programmes. 

Depending on the technology and the industrial sector, these programmes can be 

designed to either reach a wide range of SMEs or to assist specific target groups of 

SMEs 20• 

20 See for example, the discussion of this topic by Nooteboom et a1 ( 1992). The CiDtoa 
Adm.inisuation in the United States bas also announced plaDS to establish 170 technology centers to 
provide technical suppon to SMEs. 



4. The Uraiqw PtztUm of IIUUWtltiDn: AggregaU policia 

Creating Diver.sity: Basic research is a vital source- of a diversity of new ideas and 

innovations. However, the uniqueness of each innovation indicates that innovation 

support programmes should maintain diversity by supporting other sources of innovation 

such as demand-side factors, applied research, or the development of new scientific 

instruments which can open up new technological opportunities21• Support for some of 

these areas must be carefu!IY evaluated to ensure that public funds are used effectively 

and do not replace private investmenL In some areas, for example in applied research, 

there may be a limited range of areas where public funding is needed. In other areas 

such as the creation of demand, there may be a wide range of useful policies basea on 

procurement to encourage innovations. 

Specific policies: The unique character and development process for each innovation 

indicates that few, if any policies are universally appropriate for all innovations and under 

· all conditions. This problem can partly be overcome by a mixture of general policies 

which are appropriate for a wide variety of technologies and by more focused policies 

which are designed for specific technologies or which can flexJbly adjust to changing 

circumstances. The ability to develop policies that are adapted to specific conditious 

increases with proximity to the object of policy. This raises the question of subsidiarity, 

or the most appropriate level of government - regional, national or supra-national - for 

the development and management of specific policies. 

:Firm-specific policia 

Preservation of diver.sity: The uniqueness of the development process for each innovation 

is matched by the uniqueness of its use by firms. No two firms will use, develop, or • 

understand a particular technology in the same way and each film will combine different 

technologies together in idiosyncratic patterns22 in order to match the technology with 

their social, technical, and economic needs and capabilities. 1llis means that technological 

options cannot be preserved by the support of public research institutions alone. The 

21 For a disc:ILuion of the role of scientific instrUmentation in neW technologies, see De SoDa Price 
(1984) and Irvine (1991). 

22 See Clarke (1992). 
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maintenance of a diversity of options requires nurturing the technological capabilities of 

firms. 

S. Interdependent and Systemic Process: Complemmtllrity and Courence 

The systems approach indicates that technical change is an interdependent and systemic 

process in which activities ~n one area can affect a wide range of other activities. The 

complexity and interdependence of technical change requires both complementary and 

coherent policies. Some goals cannot be reached without several complementarity or 

mutually supponing policies. For example, programmes to support technology transfer 

to SMEs that have had little experience in assimilating new technologies could be an 

expensive failure without complementary policies to improve the ability of SMEs to 

develop or acquire a skilled workforce or to access adequate sources of finance. 

Coherence requires that policies with different goals do not conflict with one another. For 

example, science and technology policies to support the goal of increasing the 

competitiveness of European firms should not conflict with other economic and social 

goals such as a reduction of regional disparities within the EC. 

Concluding Comments 

The complexity of innovation requires a systemic approach that encompasses the entire 

process of technical change and in particular the essential role of tacit knowledge. This 

paper has briefly outlined the five main characteristics of a systems approach and the 

implications of each one for. diffusion policy. This leads .to a wide range of potentially 

useful policies, as outlined in Table 4, but the complexity of technical change means that 

not all policies are relevant to the same degree for all economic sectors. The most 

appropriate mix of policies will vary depending on the competitive environment, the 

technological opponunities available to the sector, and the relative importance of private 

and public goals. However, one of the most important general conclusions that can be 

drawn from a theory which views technical change as a dynamic process ~ the need for 

policies to support the capacity of organisations and firms to innovate and change 

through continual learning. Diffusion policies arc an essential component of this support 

and include policies to provide infra-structural support, to improve the accumulation of 

-- knowledge, often tacit in nature, and the flow of information throughout an economy, and 



to support the ability of firms to assimilate information through learning. 

• 
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SURVEY OF POLICY MEASURES ON TRANSFER OF TACIT 
KNOWLEDGE IN EC MEMBER STATES 

G. Fahrenkrog 
P. Boekholt 
TNO Centre for Technology and Policy Studies (NL) 

In this suiVey the definition of tacit knowledge relied very much on the 
German concept of 'Eriahrungswissen' or knowledge through experience: 
There are very few policy instruments which directly and explicitly addressed 
the definition strictly in those tenns. To classify the material the survey team 
looked at it from an organisational perspective: what is transferred from whom 
to whom? In essence there are two dominant types of instruments which 
attempt to transfer "Eriahrungswissen". The first type is those that· are 
transferring knowledge between higher education I research establishments 
and the target finn. This is by far the most common policy instrument. The 
second type concerned the inter-finn flows of tacit knowledge either through 
the collaboration of firms (co-makership, buyer supplier links etcetera) or 
between firms of, the same industry. On this last type the survey did not find 
many examples rhainly because it usually concerns direct competitors. Those 
cases which did were usually instruments for firms that had been under strong 
competition· pressures and restructures in the past, for example in the textile 
industry. 
Most of the policy instrument operate within the boundaries of the national 
state or the region. Hardly any instruments aim at links across the borders, for 
instance firms with institutes abroad and, with the exception of the Irish 
scheme, no multinational companies are involved. 

Firm same 
Industry 

Collaborating 
Firm 

HEI"s 
PRE"s 

1 



The following tables give an overview of 22 different policy instruments found 
in- the EU. They describe very succintelly the aim of the measure, the type of . 
support provided and the results of the schemes. A more detailled descri-tion 
of schemes is provided in the extended fonns which follow. 

2 
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COUNTRY BELGIUM 

Name of Sdleme: FIRST- ENTREPRISES 

I. DE'SCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 

I.a. General information 

.. 7YPe: (do not fill in) 

Rej&enaJ to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

Decree of 5 July regarding aid and interventions in the Walloon region for research and 
technologies (MB 17.10.90). 

In opemtion since: Life of the Scheme: · 

1.10.1992 No preset time limit 

Sloted SOt* of the scheme: 
. 

To encourage the transfer of knowled.ge and know how from academia to industry. 

Have the~ been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 

The scheme is too young to have already unde_rgone changes. 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
Relates to FIRST - University a scheme where a young university researcher works on a 
project that is of interest for an industrial company. · 

Geogmphical co~ (national, regional) 
Walloon region 

Entity tr!SpOnsible for the budget: Direction generale des technologies de Ia recherche et 
de l'energie du Ministere de Ia Region Wallone. 
Entity tf!SJJPnsible for implementation: " 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-Q3-94 1 



N&JDe of .Srheme: FIRST - ENTREPRISES 

\ 

What is the t:DI'get sroup: (for exr:zmple, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
mganisations) 

Firms 

Specific requitrRnBnls for participadon in this scheme: 

Firms ready to commit a research to a research project involving a transfer of knowledge 
from an academic ·research team. The researcher is to spend a significant part of his time in 
the academic lab. in order to acquaint himself with the knowledge and know how to be 
transferred. 

Other selsction aiteria: 

Differences· in the amount of the subsidy according to the size of company (SME/LE), the 
maturity of the research (basic industrial research/applied research) and whether or not a 
new employee is recruited. 
The foolwing research areas are aimed: electronics, mechatronics, mechanies, metrology, 
robotics, new materials,. life sciences, fine chemistcy, environmental technologies, infomtatics 
and energy 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boelcholt Pn"nt: 22-Q3-94 2 
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Name of Sdleme: FIRST - ENTREPRISES 

I.e. Organimtion and Implementation 

W1lat is suppotted? 
1)pe of at:tirities supported: 

Part of the SDIDty (50 + 80 96) of a reseotdler + 300000 BEF for the university IDb. ossocillletl 
to the ptOjea. 
Maximum I minimum amounts per ptOj"ect or action and/ or reimbursement: 

Max. 3.800.000 BEF 
Min. 650.000 BEF 

1)pe of support (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

Subsidy 

OI'BfJIIizution ond siTUctuTfr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

Proposals are requested from companies jointly with academic research units. 

TotDl cost owr the lifetime of the scheme 

n.a. 

Other budgetary information 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-Q3-94 

Expenditure per year 

+ /- 80.000.000 BEF 

-
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Name of Scheme: FIRST- ENTREPRISES 

IL RF.SUL'IS 

NU#Iber of Ol[pl'lislltiDm/peopls imolPed 
(piBtlse state which) 
1988 
1989 
199011.11. 
1991 

Other 1IIBCI8II181IIB oftP.SUIIs (per year) 

n.a. 

n.a. 

III. EVALUATION OF RF.SULTS 

Btief SUIIIIIICIIY of tP.SU11s of the evaluation: 

n.a. 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Pn"nt: 22-Q3-94 

Obsenadons 
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COUNTRY: DENMARK 

Name of Scheme: 1HE SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME 

I. DESCRIPriON OF SCHEME 

I.a. General informatio:rr 

Refeent:B to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

Part of coordinated support programme for entrepreneurs and small 
businesses under the Ministry of Industry, represented by the 
National Agency for Industry and Trade. 

In opemtion sinaJ: Life of the Scheme: Previous Schemes: 

1982 Still in operation 

Stated goals of the scheme: 

To promote the establishment of new Danish production companies 
with a high content of technology or know-how. 

HtziiB the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 

No 

Re/Dtion with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
It is an independent programme, but works closely together with the start-up 
scheme and the Grants Scheme for working up high-potential product ideas. 

~ ~~ ·r bieal coverage: National 

Entity ff!SfJOnsible for the budget: DTI/Danish Innovation Centre 
Entity ff!SfJOnsible for implementation: DTI/Danish Innovation Centre 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-Q3-94 1 



Name of Scheme: The Scholarship Schem.e, Denmark 

I.b. Target group 

What is the torgel group: 

Private individuals with particulaty promising product ideas who wish 
to start their own production business. 

Specific l'f!qUitrnnenls for participation in this scheme: 
. 

-size (tumowr, employees) 

~ btrznches' 
-tschnology High technology or high level of know-how. 

I -ase/imestment stage 
-specific problems 
'1JfJIOIJI'llphiazl ospeciS 
-othets 

Other selection aiteria: 

· Other pmmoted activities: · ( examples: consultancy in /definition of product, securing 
intellectual property tights, business plans, management training, etc.) · 

Yes, comprising all the examples mentioned. 

STB-TN 0 Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Pnnt: 22-Q3-94 2 



Name of Scheme The scholarship Scheme, Denmark 

I.e. Organization and Implementation 

What is supported? 
7}'pe of t1Clivities supported: 

The scholarship covers subsistence for a maximum of 2 years, 
plus counselling from the scheme administration. In this period the scholar should document 
and establish the basis for setting up a new business. 

Moximum / minimum amounts per project or action and/ or ndmbursement: 

Maximum support: 1 Mln DKK, minimum: 175.000 DKK 

7}'pe of suppott: 

Apart from the direct financial support to subsistence (the scholarship), up to 50.000 DKK is 
granted to cover expenses for external technical, commercial, legal or property right 
counselling. 

Organization ond SITUctulrr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

In cooperation between the applicant and the secretariat the latter sets up an application to 
be presented before a grants committee under the National Agency for Industry and Trade. 
Through close contact and quarterly reports the secretariat monitors the scholar's 
development of the project. 

TotDl CXJSt over the lifetime of the scheme 
25,5 mill. D KK 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-Q3-94 

Expenditure per year 
Budget 1993: 6 mill. DKK 
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Name of Sdleme: Scholarschip scheme, Denmark 

ILRFSULTS 

Nlllllber of }inns imolw!d. 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

7 
9 
6 
9 

Other 1IIBtlSUI8IIIB1 of(Bftl/ls (per year) 

The total employment created, including 
subsuppliers, is 280 in 1991 (38 surviving 
companies out of 62). 

Average employment rate 
after 1-2 years: 5.3 
after 7-8 years: 12.3 

Additional equity capital financing. 

III. EVALUATION OF RFSULTS 

Observations 

In average, 55% of the turnover in exporting 
scholarschip businesses comes from export. 

~--------------------------------------------------------------~· 

No evaluation 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Pn"nn: 22-Q3-94 4 
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COUNTRY DENMARK 

Name of Scheme: THE SCOUT SCHEME 

I. DFSCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 

La. General information Looking up of product ideas tn research centres 

Reference to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

Act of business development 

In operation since: Life of the Scheme: Pmvious Schemes: 

About 1980 ongoing 

Stated goals of the scheme:· 

To promote development of product ideas emerging as spin off from research work. 

Have the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 

No 

Re!Dtion lflith other progmmmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
Part of entrepreneur including inventor programme 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) 
National 

Entity responsible for the budget: 

The National Agency of Trade and Industry 

Entity responsible for implementation: 

Danish Technology Institute 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Pn"nt: 22-03-94 1 



Name of Sdleme: The scout scheme, Denmark · 
""" 

I.b. Target group 

What is the torget group: 

Researchers and research centres 

Sp«:iJic requirements for participation in this scheme: 

. -Size (tunJoltsl; employees) 
~~btrmches 
I 

' -technology 
-age/imestment stage 
-speciJic pmblsms 
'1J80&1Dphical.QSJ1ects 
-others 

Other promoted Ddivities: ( examples: consultancy in definition of product, securing 
intellectual property rights, business plans, management training, etc.) 

- examination of novelty 
- securing intellectual property rights 
-assistance to licencing negotiations 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-Q3-94 2 
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SURVEY OF POLICY MEASURES ON TRANSFER OF TACIT 
KNOWLEDGE IN EC MEMBER STATES 

M.S. Name of the Scheme Type of Scheme 
B FIRST- Enterprise HEis ->Firm 
D Technology oriented information and Large firms -> SMEs 

visit programme (TOP) 
Innovation Assistants (Bremen) HEis -> Firms 
Meetings of managers Textile Firms -> Firms 
Industry 

Dk TechnoloQ¥_ Scout Schemes HEis/PREs -> Firms 
Scholarship Scheme for Innovative 
Entrepreneurs 
Business Start-up Scheme 

E PETRI HEis/PREs -> Firms 
OTRIJOTT HEis -> Firms 
Exchange of R&D Personnel HEis/PREs <•> SMEs 
Concerted Projects 

F CIFRE HEis/PREs -> Firms 
CORTECH HEis/PREs -> Firms 

GR No schemes available 
I Training in eeramic sector 
IRL National Linkage Programme (NLP) CMNCs) ->SMEs 

Techstart HEis -> SMEs 
L No schemes available 
NL PBTS- Demonstration Projects Firms -> Firms 

Agents of knowledge transfer in HEis -> SMEs 
SMEs (KIM) 
TOP (Twente University) HEis -> SMEs 

p No schemes available 
UK Company Teaching Scheme, HEis -> Firms 

Inside UK Company- Scheme Large firms -> SMEs 



Name of Sdleme The scout scheme, penmark 

I.e. Organi2ation and Implementation 

What is supported? 
7)pe of activities supported: 

See: other promoted activities 

Maximum I minimum amounJs per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 

No limitation 

7)pe of suppott: 

Management and technical 
See: other promoted activities 

018fJHizution and strut:IIJm: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

Consultants visit the research centres, searching for product ideas. 

Total tXJSl over the lifetime of the scheme 

200.000 ECU pr. year 

Other btMJsetmy injormotion 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-03-94 

Expenditure per year 

3 



. 
Name of Seheme: The scout scheme, Denmark 

II. RESULTS 

Number of jinns imolved 

1988 
1989 About 7% of the ideas 
1990 are licenced to 
1991 enterprises 

Other 1IIBtiSIII'e1ll oftPSUIIs (per year) 

Bottlsneclcs 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

Observations 

Brief sumiiiDIY oftPSUIIs of the evaluation such ~ jaihue rate, economic effects, etc: 

Not available. 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-o3-94 4 



COUNTRY. DENMARK 

Name of Scheme: Business Start-Up Scheme 

I. DESCRIPTION OF SCHEME 

I.a. General information 

Reference to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
Official budget of the Ministty of lndustty. The start-up scheme fonns part of the 
coordinated entrepreneur programme under the National Agency for Industry and Trade. 

In operation since: 
1984 

Stated goals of the scheme: 

Life of the Scheme: Pmvious Schemes: 
In operation 

It should be seen as a back-up to the entrepreneur's own efforts, adapted to the individual 
requirements and perspectives of each project, the perspectives being seen primarily in 
relation to the export potential of the prospects of import limitation. The overall idea behind 
the scheme is to create an incentive for entrepreneurs and small companies to make use of 
experienced external counsellors, either fonn the D I C or from other professional business 
advisors, since many young companies tend to invest an excessive amount of time and 
resources in overcoming standard start-up baniers. 

Have the goals been cluznged during the implementotion of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
The scheme has moved towards a more flexible interpretation of the target group as regards 
number of employees in and age of the companies; and there is today a wider spread between 
minimum and maximum allocation of funds, all according tot the requirements of the 
individual companies. 

Relation with other progn:unmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
F'onns part of the coordinated entrepreneur programme and plays in this respect together 
with the Scholarship Scheme and a NAIT-scheme for working up high-potential product ideas 
in new SMEs. 

G~~n,vhical coverage: (national, regional) National 

Entity responsible for the budget: DTI/Danish Innovation Centre (DIC) 
Entity responsible for implementlllion: 

STB-TN 0 Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-()4-94 1 



Name of Scheme: Business Start-up Scheme 

I. b. Ta:tRet Jq. UUI-' 

What is the tDrget group: (for example, firms, organisations or indillidUQ/s Within firms and 
organisations) 

See next item. 

Specific requirements for potticipotion in this schBtne: 

- persons who plan to start or take over a production company 
- production companies which are less than 3 years old. Typically, these companies need 
external support in order to expand and thereby suiVive, 
- established companies with no previous activities or experience within production, but with a 
wish to establish such, and therefore characterized as being in an entrepreneur-like situation. 
If the company is more than 3 years old, the staff limit is set to employees, · 
- seiVice companies operating on a technology and/ or know-how based concept. Same 
requirements to size and age as above. 

Other selection aiteria: 

STB-TN 0 Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-().4-94 2 



Name of Scheme: Business Start-up Scheme 

I.e. C£ • tion and Implementation 

What is supported? 

See below 

Maximum I minimum amounts per project or oction and/ or reimbursement: 
1991-figures: 
Total expenditure: 8,9 mill. DKK, hereof: 100% funding: 5,8 mill. DKK, 75% funding: 3,0 
mill. DKK. 
Number of projects: 100% funding: 593 (including 47 from 1990), 75% funding: 235 
(including 44 from 1990). 
Average support per project: 100% funding: 10,600 DKK ( = approx. 16 hours). 75% funding, 
approx: 20,000 DKK. 
Distribution DIC/extemal counselling: 100% funding: DIC: 95%, External: 5%. 75% 
funding:DIC: 32%, External: 68%. 

'JYpe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, .loans, advice, etc.) 

Organizotion and structurrr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 

Other budgetary information 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
Fahrenkrog /Boekholt Print: 22-()4-94 

F..xpenditure per year 

3 



Name of Scheme: Business Start-up Sdleme 

II. RFSULTS 

Number of organisotiom/peopls imolPetl 
(please state which) 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

Other tnetlStl1e11l8n ofresulls (per year) 
. 

Bottlenecks 
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Name of Scheme: Business Start-up Scheme 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

EWll:uotor: 

Brief sum111111Y of tr!SU11s of ths ew.duotion: 

The support falls in two steps: a 100% funded evaluation and action planning phase, and a 
subsequent documentation and implementation phase in which the entrepreneur contributes 
with 25% of the costs. The key areas of the Start-up Services are: arrangement of contacts, 
market forecasts, market strategy, patenting issues, investment, financing, profitability, 
organisation and management capability, administrative systems, product evaluation, support 
schemes, and fiscal and legal matters. · 
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COUNTRY GERMANY 

Name of Scheme: INNOVATION - ASSISTENTS I BREMEN 

I. DESCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 

I.a. General information 

1}pe: (do not fill in) 

Rejelence to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
act of adminstration 

. 
In operation sint%: Life of the Scheme: Ptevious Schemes: 
1985 unlimited no 

Stoted goals of the scheme: 
support of fimtS to transfer innovative potential into new products/ processes or to improve 
the planning process or the marketing of products - by means of transfer of knowledge from 
universities/ polytechnics into business 

HIZPB the goals been changed during the lmplementotion of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
yes. limitations of maximum turnover/number of employees have been reduced from 50 Mio. 
DM to 20 Mio. DM/resp. 100 persons; maximum number of assistents has been reduced to 2; 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
no relation with other programmes 

G bical coverage: (national, regional): City of Bremen and Bremerhaven 

_Entity responsible for the budget: Senator fiir Wirtschaft, Mittelstand und 

Entity responsible for implementotion: 
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Name of Seheme: INNOVATION - ASSISTENTS /BREMEN 

l.b. Target group' 

What a ths tD11Jf!l group: (for example, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) 

SMEs, enterprises with less than 20 Mio. D M turnover and less than 100 employees; 
employment of academic per8onnel is necessacy; new products/ processes are expected to 
become profitable; employment contracts of 12 months at minimum 

SpeciJic requirements for patticipation in this scheme: 

no branches or large finns; no part-time jobs; no prolongation of jobs that have existed 
before; no employment of persons with more than 1 year employment in business since 
tennination of university I polytechnics 

Other aelection aiterio: 
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Name of Scheme: INNOVATION - ASSISTENTS I BREMEN 

I.e. Organimtion and Implementation 

What is suppol'led? 
7}'pe of oaivitiL!s supported: 

cost of personnel 
employment of skilled personnel 

Maximum I minimum amounts per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 

max. 24.000 D M per person, max. 48.000 D M per firm 

7}'pe of suppon: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
grant; 40% of gross income, max. 24.000 DM per year per person 

Organizalion and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
Chambers of Commerce and Crafts, banks, and others infonn entity responsible for 
implementation on demands; assistance is given to fill in the fonns by the entity responible 
for implementation 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 
1985-1992: 3.9 Mio. D M; on average 
500.000 DM per year except the first year 

Other budgetoty information 
no other budgetary information 
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Name of Scheme: INNOVATION - ASSISTENTS I BREMEN 

D. RESULTS 

Number of organisatiom/Pef!ple imolw!d 
(please stale which) 
1988 38 firms/46 persons 
198928/31 
19!10 29/31 
199124/26 

Other 1IIBtiSII181IIB ofresulls (per year) 

no other measurements 

Observations 

easy scheme 
pressure of business 

no problems except financial situation of the state 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

Brief SUtn1IIDIY ofresulls of the ewzluation: 

no infonnation 
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COUNTRY GERMANY 

Name of Scheme: MEETINGS OF MANAGERS IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

I. DFSCRIPriON OF SCHEME 

I.a. General information 

type: (do not fill in) 

Re.{elrliiDB to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
no reference to legal basis 

In operation sinal: Life of the Scheme: Previous Schemes: 
more than 40 years next 40 years no 

Slated goals of the scheme: · 
Exchange experience. know-how. Define targets (technological, social). Set quality standards. 

Ht:n~e the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
learning process, adopted to technological or social changes 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
no 

G--~a.,bical coven12e: (national, regional) Germany 

Entil:y ff!SfJOnsible for the budget: 

Entily ff!SfJOnsible for implementation: 
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Name of Scheme: MEETINGS OF MANAGERS IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

J.b. Target N vwp 

Wlrtlt is the torge1 group: (for example, firms, organisations or individuals within firms ,and 
organislltions) 
plant managers, shift managers 

Specific teqUinmumls for participation in this scheme: 
equivalent job 

Other selection aiteritz: .. 
no 

I.e. 0 • tion and Implementation 

Wlrtlt is suppotted? 
7)pe of amvities suppotted: 
meetings twice a year 
Maximum I minimum amounls per projed or action and/ or reimbursement: 
no max./ min. amounts ~er projects 

7)pe of support: (describe the type of support. ·Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
no infonnation 

Otganizotion and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
meetings are organized either by the manufacturers association or by the institute 

Total cost owr the lifetime of the scheme 
·no infonnation on costs 

Other budgetaly injomuztion 
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Name of Scheme: MEETINGS OF MANAGERS IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

II. RESULTS 

Number of 011JC111isations/people involved 
(please state which) 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

Other IIIBQSU18ments ofresulls (per year) 

III. EVALUATION OF RFSULTS 

Brief SUIII'IIIDIY of resulls of ths evaluation: 

Observations 
different for the different organizations: 
spinner: two meetings per year at 4 regional 
places; attendance; about 30 people per 
meeting. 
weaver: two meetings per year at 5 places, 
attendance: 30 people per meeting 
knitters: two per year, 5 different groups, 
some at two places, some just one, 
attendance: 9-20 people. 

Has had big impact of intercompany technology transfer and jointly agreed standards 
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COUNTRY GERMANY 

Name of Scheme: TECHNOLOGY - ORIENTED INFORMATION AND VISlr 
PROGRAMME (TOP) 

I. Description of Scheme 

I.a. General information 

'JYpe: (do not fill in) 

RejenR~a~ to lsgal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
act of administration 

.. 
In opemdon since: Life of the Scheme: Ptr!vious Schemes: 
1992 1992-1996 no 

Stoted goals of ths schsme: 
transfer of technological know-how/tacit knowledge between big finns and SME to put them 
in the position for international competition 

HIZPB the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
no change 

Relotion with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
TOP is a pilot project of the Federal Ministry of the Economy to promote transfer of 
technological knowledge. TOP is modelled after the "Inside UK company scheme" 

G hical eov_erage: (national, regional) :Germany 

Entity 1f!SJJOnsible for the budget: Federal 'Ministry of the Economy 
Entil.y 1f!SJJOnsible for implementation: 
Federal Ministry of the Economy and as contractor: 
Institut fiir Medienentwicklung und Kommunikation, Frankfurt 
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Name of Scheme: TECHNOLOGY - ORIENTED INFORMATION AND VISD' 
PROGRAMMA TOP 

I.b. Target group 

What is the target group: (for example. firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) 

Managers and technical personnel in innovation-oriented enterprises in trade and industry 

SpedJic requinnnents for participation in thif scheme: 

no specific requirements 

no consultants, no lecturers, no students 
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Name of Sclleme: 
PllOGRAMME 

TECHNOLOGY - ORIENTED INFORMATION AND VISlr 
(TOP) 

I.e. Organimtion and Implementation 

W1Jat is supported? 
7)pe of tiCliWties supported: 

Organisation and logistiCs of the contractor 

Maximum I minimum amounts per project or aaion and/ or rrdmbUtSBment: 

no max./min. amounts 

7)pe of suppott: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

grants 

Otprizolion and SlrtJdUrrr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

contractor organises 1-day-visits on important subjects in technologically leading finns, 
cataloque with dates is published annually, interesting SMEs get registered on demand; 
visitors get introduction, visit and discussion on specific technological subjects 

Totol cost owr the lifetime of the scheme 

no infonnation on costs 

Other budgetary information 
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Name of Sdleme: TECHNOLOGY - ORIENTED INFORMATION AND VISrr 
PROGRAMME (TOP) 

IL RESULTS 

Number of 011JC111isotiom/people involved 
(pleose state which) 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 500 visitors, 30 visited finns 

Other 1IU!DSIITB1IIBI ojTBfUits (per year) 

no other information 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

BTief SUtntnDtY ofTBfUits of the evaluation: 

no information 
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COUNTRY SPAIN 

Name of Sebeme: CONCEKfED PROJECrS 

I. DFSCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

.7}J1e: (do not fill in) 

RejemrDB to 1etJa1. basis: ·-(white paper, act, public document) 
Published in the Official Gazette 

In operadon since:-
1970 

Slated goaLf of the schems: 

Ufe of the Scheme: 
23 years 

-Partial economic support from the Administration to R & D risky projects, of a 
precompetitive nature, submitted by companies. Particularly from small and medium 
size enterprises. 
- A public research group or more must participate in the project. 

Have the goaLf been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
Not much, except that the success of failure of each project is measured for the last 6-7 years 
on the basis of technical milestones throughout the project, rather than on economic selling 
impact parameters at the end of the project. 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
It is part of a general programme to stimulate the interaction between Public Research and 
Industry, set up by the National R & D Plan. 

~ bieal coverage: (national, regional) National 

Entity tf!SJJOnsible for the budget: National R & D Plan. 
Endly tf!SJJOnsible for implementation: 
CDTI (Centro para el Desarrollo Technologico Industrial). 
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Name of Sc-heme: CONCEK'IED PROJECfS 

I.b. Target group 

What is the torget gtOup: (for emmple, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) 

- Companies, particularly small and medium size enterprises. 
- Research groups of universities and public research institutions participating ... 

on the projects. 

Spe,ciJic requirements for participation in this scheme: 
- The R & D projects,.of a precompetitive nature, must be submitted by companies on a 
total cost basis. 
- One or various research groups from universities and public research institu tions must · 
participate in each project. 

Other selsction aiterio: 
- Quality of the proposal. 
- Possible economic impact of tbe fmal results. 
-Good financial situation of the company. 
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... 

· Name of Scheme: CONCER'IED PROJECrS 

I.e. Organimtion and Implementation 

What is suppotted? 
7)pe of ocdPitiss supported: 

R & D activities of risky projects, of a precompetitive nature, submitted by companies. 

Maxinwm I minimum amounts per projed or action and/ or reimbursement: 

- No limit. On the average, however, the projects run for two years, with 
500.000 - 1.000.000 US $ per year on a total cost basis. 

7)pe of suppott: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

- The Administration provides at most 50% of the total cost of each project, in the fonn 
of a loan without interest, to be reimbursed after the project is finished in 4-5 annual 
payments. 

Otgunimtion ond strut::tum: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
- The projects are submitted to CDTI, after being elaborated in close connection. with 
CDTI. 
- The projects are evaluated by an independent agency. 
- The final selection is made by an experts panel. 

Total cost oRr the lifetime· of the scheme - Expenditure per year 
Quite big Approx. 90-100 millions US $ 

Other b'tdgetfiY in.formotion 

Payments made after each milestone is successfully achieved. 
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Name of Sdlellle: CONCEKI'ED PRomcrs , 

II. RESUL1S 

Nllltlbtr of OI1JfJIIia4iom/peopiB imo&ed 
(please state which) 
1988 
1989 200-300 companies/year 
1990 400-600 research groups/year 
1991 

Other l1lBtiSII1'e1ll ofrrsulls (per year) , 

llottlenec& 

The number of proposals always exceed the 
funds available by far. 

None. If anything, only mention that the preparation and evaluation of the proposal are time
consuming. This is necessary in order to avoid too many failures. 

IlL EVALUATION OF RESUL1S 

Dr. Antonio CORTES 

By far, this is the scheme better known by the enterprises in Spain. Throughout the years the 
number of "failures" has been very small, so that most of the loaned money has been 
recovered. 

A great number of these concerted projects went ahead into industrial production and 
, commercialization. 
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COUNTRY SPAIN 

Name of Sdleme: OTRI/O'IT NEtWORK 

I. DF.SCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 
I.a. General infonnation 

1}ps: (do not fill in) 

RefeJBIICB to legal bosir (white paper, act, public document) 
Public document. Budget approved by the Parliment. 

In opemtion ~ 
1988 

Stated goalr of the scheme: 

Life of the Schsme: 
5 years 

Previous Schemes: 
None 

To create, or strenghten where existing, an OTRI (Office for the Transfer of Research 
Results) (similar to an ILO) in universities, public research institutions and non-profit R & D 
Associations. 

Have the goalr been changed dUring the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
NO 

Relalion with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
It is part of a general programme to stimulate the interaction between Public Research and 
Industcy~ set up by the National R & D Plan. 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) National 

Entity tr!SpOmiblefor the budget: National R & D Plan 
Entity tr!SpOnsiblefor implementation: Office for Technology Transfer of the National R & D 
Plan. 
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Name of Scheme: OTRI/OIT NEtWORK 

What is the target group: (for example, firms, organisations or individUQ/s within firms and 
organisations) 
Universities, public research institutions and non-profit R & D associations. 

SpeciJic teqUinnnenls for participation in thif scheme: 
-To carry out R & D activities. 
- To be either an university, a public research institution or a non-profit R & D 
aSsociation. 

Other selection aiteriJl: 
- Capability of performing Research-Industry transfer activities. 
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Name of Scheme: OTRI/CYIT NEtWORK 

I.e. Organization and Implementation 

What is supported? 
7)pe of actiWties suppo11ed: 
Activities leading to the interaction between public research and industey. 

Marimum I minimum amounts per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 
Up to now each office has received a fiXed amount per year to support all types of activities 
(protection of results, evaluation of results; licencing, technology days, etc.). 

7)pe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
A fixed amount per year to each institution in the fonn of a grant. 
At present there are 40 universities, 12 public research institutions apd 14 non-profit research 
associations integrated in the network. · 

Olplir.Dtion and structurrr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
A network has been sep up throughout Spain which is coordinated by the Office for 
Technology Transfer of the National R & D Plan. 

Total CXJSl oMr the lifettine of the scheme Expenditure per year 
Approx. 13 millions US $ 2.6 millions US $ 

Other bwigetmy information 
The funds are given at the beginning of each year.· 
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Na111e of Scheme: OTRI/OIT NEtWORK 

ILRESULTS 

- Nlllllber of OtplisDtions/peopiB imolved 
(plsose state which) 
1988 40/100 
1989 50/125 
1990 60/150 
1991 64/160 

Othsrllieti8Uretilen oj-~Bf~J~ts (per year) 
-Number of research contracts, which 
have_ increased considerably. 
- Number of patents filed in the uni 
versities. 

-- Number of lisence agreements maqe. 

Bottleneclrs 

Obsenations 

- Some universities, research institutions and associations still question the 
-such liaison offices. Their own support is still limited. 

NOTE: For precise data on the cost of this scheme, the Office for 
Technology Transfer of the National R & D Plan, shoulds be 
contacted. 
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Name of Scheme: OTR/O'IT NEtWORK 

IlL EVALUATION OF RESUL~ 

EWJluator: Dr. Antonio CORTES 

BriB/ summot;y of tr!SU11s of the evaluation: 

I feel it has been a great success bringing together people from all the universities and most 
of the public research institutions and non-profit research associations, to exchange ideas and 
infonnation and even Work together for the transfer of research results to industry. However 
since the actors are numerous it is not always easy to find everybody to be equally efficient 
and enthusiatic. c 
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COUNTRY SPAIN 

Name of Srheme: EXCHANGE OF R&D PERSONNEL 

I. DFSCRIPTION OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

7jpe: (do not fill in) 

ReferRIDB to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
Published in the Official Gazette. 

I 

In opemtion sit~a: Life of the Scheme: 
1988 5 years 

Stoted goals of the scheme: 

Pnmous Schemt!.f: 
None 

A programme set up by the Administration to induce the formation of new R & D facilities 
in enterprises, or strengthen the existing ones~ Particulary in small and medium size 
enterprises. 

HIZPB the goals been changed during the implsmentation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
NO 

-

RelotiDn with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
It is p•rt of a general programme to stimulate the interaction between Public Research and 
Industry, set up by the National R & D Plan. 

G--~ -rbieal coverage: (national, regional) : National 

Entity tBSpOI'Lfibls for the budget: 
National R&D Plan 
Entity tBSpOI'Lfibls for implsmentation: 
Direcci6n Genral de lnvestigaci6n Cientifica y Tecnica 
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I 

Name of Sebeme: EXCHANGE OF R&D PERSONNEL 

I.b. Target group 

What is the torget group: (for exrzmple, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
otganisations) 

Companies and finns. Particularly small and medium sized enterprises. 

Specific requinnnents for parlidpalion in this scheme: 
·- The company participating in this scheme should have R & D facilities, or is 

willing to open and establish such facilities. 
- The company must have some personnel of its own dedicated to R & D activities. 

Other selsction aiteriD: 
- Quality of the project to be canied out. 
- Quality of the candidates to be exchanged, based on their curricula. 
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• 
Name of Scheme: EXCHANGE OF R&D PERSONNEL 

I.e. r · tion and Implementation 

What is supported? 
1)pe of octivities supported: 

• Scholarships or salary bonus to Ph. D. and Postdoctoral students, and senior scientists. 

Maximum I minimum amounts per project or aaion and/ or ndmbursement: 
- Each exchange limited to one year, except Ph. D. students up to four years. 
- No limit up to now in the number of people to be exchanged. , 

1)pe of suppott: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
-Scholarships to Ph. D. and Postdoctotal student to be provided to a company. 
- Salary bonus to University professors and research scientists to go to a 

company. 
- Salary bonus to a company R&D person to go to a public research institution. 

Otpdzution and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
-Students to make the Ph.D experimental thesis in a company. Up to four years. 
- Postdoctoral students to work for one year with a company. 
- University professors and research scientists to worl for a year with a company. 
- R&D persons from a_ company to work for one year at a public research institu tion. 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 
Approx. 7.5 millions US $ 

· Other budgetozy information 

The budget is still open to be increased. 
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Name of Scheme: EXCHANGE OF R&D PERSONNEL 

II~ RF.SULTS 

NUIIIber of OI[JtlllisoliDm/people imolved 
(pleose state which) Appoximately: 
1988 80-100/50 
1989 8Q-100/50 

Most of the Postdoctoral students in 
exchange have been hired by the companies. 

1?90 80-100/50 
1991 80-100/50 

Other 1IIBtiSUie1IIB1 ofresulls (per year) 

- Still not well known by companies, particularly small and medium size enterprises, dispite 
the massive diffusion of the scheme. 

- Risk of Ph. students spending too much time in the university departments 
they are associated with. 
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Name of Scheme: EXCHANGE OF R&D PERSONNEL 

III. EVALUATION OF RFSULTS 

EWiluotor. Dr. Antonio Cortes 

I consider this scheme very useful, particularly for small and medium size enterprises which 
can not afford having enough R&D personnel - for medium or long range projects. A great 
majority of the companies have shown their satisfaction with this scheme. In most cases the 
Postdoctoral studients. have been hired by the companies after the one year exchange. 
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COUNTRY SPAIN 

Name of Scheme: P .E.T.R.L 

I. DFSCRIPTION OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

1_Ype: (do not fill in) 

Re.{elent:B to lsgal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 
Published in the Official Gazette. 

In opemdon ·sinar 
1989 

StDted goals of the scheme: 

Life of the Scheme: 
4 years 

Previous Schemes: 
none 

It is a programme set up by the Administration to stimulate the transfer of research results 
from public research to industry. 

Htne the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 

·NO 

Relotion with other progn:zmmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
It is part of a general programme to stimulate the interaction between Public Research and 
Industry, set up by the National R & D Plan. 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) National 

Entity tPSpOnsible for the bllfl&et: National R & D Plan 

Entity tPSpOmible for implementation: Office for Technology Transfer of the 
National R & D Plan. 
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Name of Scheme: P.E.T.R.L 

I.b. Tarpt group 

What is the tD11Jf11 group: (for e.mmple, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
0~~ -

Research groups in universities and public research institutions. The companies participate in -
the financial cost of the projects and, occasionally, in the work to be done .. 

SpeciJic teqUiremenls for participotion in this scheme: 

-The research team should have research results of potenial use that needs to be 
completed (scale-up, prototype, etc.). 

- A company should be interested in developing and selling the results, and 
in co-financing the project. 

- Quality of the research teams. 

- Quality and economic interest of the proposalS. 
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Name of Sdleme: P .E.T.R.L 

I.e. Organization and Implementation 

What if supported? 
• 7}7le of actividt!s suppotted: 

Research and development work carried out by research groups in universities and public 
research institutions, on a marginal cost basis. 

Maximum I minimum amounts per projea or action and/ or reimbursement: 
No maximum. On the average, however, a PETRI project runs for 1 to 2 years, with about 
100.000 to 150.000 US $ per year. 

7}pe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
The National R & D Plan provides 50 to 70 % of the cost of each project. 
The rest is provided by the company willing to exploit the final results. In some cases, the 
National R & D Plan provides 100% of the cost. 

Organization and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme workS, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
- Public research groups send proposals, in which the participation and co-financing of a 
company is included. 
- The proposals are evaluated for their technical quality and economic interest by an 
independent agency. 
- The final selection is made by an experts panel. 

Totlll cost owr the lifetime of the scheme Expenditure per year 
Approx. 35 millions US $ 9 millions US $ 

Othllr brvlgetmy information 
All the funds are provided at the beginning of the projects. 
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Name of Sdleme: P.E.T.R.L 

D. RESULTS 

Nlllllber of OI§GIIisotions/peopls imolved 
(pleose state which) 
19/!8 3o-40/unknown (plenty)-
1989 30-40/ " " 
1990 39-40/ " " 
1991 

Other 1IIBtiSU1fi1IJB of tPSU1Js (per year) -

Observations 

A ftnol report is 1f1IJUI!SIBd from the resetJJr:h 
group ond the participodng Q)~ to find 
OUI if real~ did finally take ploce. 

It is not always easy to find a company willing to participate, particulary when the results, to 
be completed, although attractive, are very far from market. 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

El'Ciluator. Dr. Antonia CORTES 

Brie.! summary of tPSU1Js of the evahtation: 

In the personal opinion of Mr. Cortes, director of the Office for Technology Transfer for 
more than two years and responsible for the management of this scheme, the companies 
participating in the scheme showed full satisfaction. 
More than 50 % of the PETRI projects went ahead towards the real transfer and 
commercialization of a product, process or technical know-how. 
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COUNTRY FRANCE 

Name of Scheme: CIFRE 

I. DFSCRIPTION OF SCHEME 

I.a. General information 

Refelrmce to legol batis: (white paper, act, public document) 
Decision taken by the Ministry of Research in 1981. 

In opemtion since: 
1981 

Stated goals of the sc1t1!nuJ: 

Life of the Scheme: Plevious Schemes: 

To bring together three partners (enterprises, laboratory and graduate student) to develope 
an industrial project. One of the component of the project is the realisation of a research . 
One of the output of the research is the a thesis or PhD. 

Have the goals been chlzn§etl during the imple11111111Dlion of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 

- increasing number of grants from 50 in 1981 to 500 in 1993. 
- a large number of scientific fields. 10% of applications in Social SCience in 1993. 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
That's a part of two programs: 
- support training by research 
-support the innovation process inside the finn. 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) 
• National 

Entity tr!SpOnsibiB for the budget: 
Ministerie de l'Enseignement superieur et de la Recherche (MESR) 

Entity tr!SpOnsible for implementotion: 
Association Nationale de Ia Recherche technique (ANRT) 
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CJFRE 

I.b. Target ~ --.... 

What if the tDrget group: (for emmple, firms, organisations or 'individUJJ/s within firms and 
organisations) 

I 

- enterprises 
- research laboratories which ensure the training by research and the scientific direction of 
the PhD student 
.:. graduate student (engineers or DEA*) who would like to develope a PhD in an enterprise 

Specific 1f!tJUitrnnenls for participation in thif scheme: 

- The convention supposes_ that the enterprise employs the graduate student who' wants to 
make a PhD· 
- Three different actors have to participate: 
a. the enterprise . is a french finn (French law) 
b. the research laboratoty must be good enough to ensure the scientific direction of the PhD 
c. A French student of around 26 years, who wants to make a PhD and to work for a private 
company after his PhD. ~ 

Selection by the research laboratoty and the enterprise. 

Other selection aiteria: 

* DEA means Diplomes d'Etudes Approfondies. You have to do it before beginning a PhD. It's thte 
5th year of University. The equivalent is a master degree. 
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Name of Seheme: CIFRE 

I.e. C • tion and Implementation 

What is suppotted? 
'fYpe of activities suppotted: 

Research and Innovation: works done by a student who likes to prepare a PhD. 

Maximum I minimum amounts per ptOjed or octiOn and/ or teimbursement: 

Fixed amount about 92700 FF/year in 1993 for 3 years maximum. 

'fYpe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

Grant given to the enterprise for the employment of the graduate student who prepares a 
PhD. 

Organization and structunr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

ANRT is in charge of the management of the initiative. 
ANR T receives all the applications, prepares all the fonns, makes the selection, and gives an 
answer within 2 months time. 

Total cost owr the lifeti1118 of the sche1118 
1981 - 1993 
1300 MF 

Other budgelory information 
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Name of Scheme: CIFtm 

IL RESULTS 

Number of-peopls imolved 
(please state which) 
1988 498 
1989 533 
1990 569 
1991 572 

Other measuteme111s of tam/Is (per year) 

The target is about 600 grants/year in 1993. 

Bottleneclts 
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Name of Scheme: CIFRE 

III. EVALUATION OF RF.SULTS 

Evaluotor. 

Btief summoty of resuJ1s of the IIPOlUDtion: 

See the document presented by Temple and Le Due. 
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COUNTRY IRELAND 

Name of Scheme: National Linkage Programme (N.L.P.) 

I. DESCRIPI'ION OF SCHEME 

La. General information 

1)pe: (do not fill in) 

Rej&~ to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

The, NLP was announced in the Government white paper on Industrial Policy in 1984. 

In opemtion since: 

July 1985 

Stoted goals of the scheme: 

life of the Scheme: 

it continues 

Previous Schetnar 
'can you make it' 
exhibitions etc. 

To maximise the amount of raw materials components and services sourced locally by 
manufacturing industry. In particular it aims to develop trade links between multi national 
companies who have established in Ireland and Irish based companies who could act as 
suppliers. 

Have the goals been charlged during the implsmentotion of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
Goals have not been changed but there is now a stronger sectoral focus. 

Reladon 'With other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
, It is complimentary to programmes aimed at encouraging and assisting industry (including 

small finns) to successfully develop. 

r hical co.,-~_: (national, regional): National 

Entity tf!SJJOnsibls for the budget: Government source of funding 
Entity tf!SJJOnsibls for implsmentotion: Industrial Development Authority (IDA) 
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Name of Scheme: National Linkage Programme (NLP) 

Lb. Target group 

1V1Jat is the torge1 group: (for emmp/s, firms, organisations or individUQ/s within firms and 
Otplisations) 

Purchasing companies - multinationals and others involving purchasing 
and 
Supplier companies - small medium and some large including owners and 

sales/ marketing staff. 

Specific requitements for participation in this scheme: 

~ PuJ"Cbasin& companies who are willing to consider sourcing from internationally competitive 
local suppliers and Supplier Companies who are keen to meet the requirements of, the 
purchaser in relation to quality service and price while in some cases making changes to meet 
these needs. 

Other selection aitetia: 

In relation to suppliers they must be enthusiastic and committed in relation to growing their 
business and should be financially sound. 
In relation to MN C purchasing companies those with an active vendor development policy are 
commercially and st~tegically important for suppliers SM Es and for the programme success. 
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Name of Scheme: Natiooal Linkage Programme (NLP). 

I.e. Organization and Implementation · 

What is suppotted? 
7}f1e of activitil!3 supported: 

Advice guidance and encouragement is provided 
Strategic Planning operations, market skills, 
technical competence, enhancement. 

Mtaimum I minimum amounts per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 
N/A 

7}f1e of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
Establish vendor development policy of MNC purchasers. We obtain the necessary ingredients 
required to become a successful supplier from the purchasing finns and details of their 
specific purchases. This information is then used to help supplier companies to tune into 
opportunities. 

Oqpnizotion and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors. involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
Meet CEOS of purchasing companies and obtain their goodwill to work with purchasing 
related personnel and obtain detailed funding information which is used to guide, help 
suppliers as already outlined. 

Total COSI oRr the lifetime of the scheme 
Not available due to multi agency 
involvement 

Other budgetaty information 
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Na111e of Scheme: 

D. RESULTS 

Number of OIJOIIimtiom/peopls involved 
(please state which) 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

people organisations 
16 6 
12 . 6 
12 5 
14 4 

Othllr 1IIBI1SU1'B1IIB of tPSUIJs (per year) 

Bottleneclrs 
Bridging gaps in the supplier infrastructure 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

E'Ptlluotor. 

BdBf summot;y of tPSU1Js of the evaluation: 
The NLP has helped: 

While the IDA is the organisation 
responsible for NLP, other organisations 
contribute staff and expertise e.g. EO LAS, 
FAS 

Up to the end of 1992 the work of the NLP 
helped over £300 million in new business to 
transfer to the Irish economy. 

* Irish supplier companies to realise their potential to become profitable 
suppliers to Irish and overseas markets to world class standards. 

* Purchasing companies (mainly larger manufacturing industries) to improve their 
own perfonnances in internationally competitive markets. 

* To improve the industrial infrastructure thereby encouraging further investment 
in Ireland. 
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COUNTRY IRELAND 

Name of Scheme: TECHSTART 

L DFSCRIP110N OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

7)pe: (do not fill in) 

Refet811DB to legallxlsU: (white paper, act, public document) 
EO LAS initiative 

In opemdon ~ Life of the Scheme: 
1989 on going 

Stoted goalf of the scheme: 

Pnmous Schemes: 
STEP 

To aid industrial development through enhancement of the Technological capability or Irish 
finns - effective use of technology to lift business perfonnance. 

HaPS the goalf been chllnged during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
NO 

RelatiDn with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
Techstart is part of a number of EO LAS Programmes to aid small industry i.e. TMP, 
Manufacturing Audits, Technology Transfer Programme. 

rw hieal coverage: (national, regional): 

Entity tr!SpOnsible for the budget: EO LAS 
Entity tr!SpOnsible for implementation: 
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Name of Scheme: TECIISTART 

l.b. Target group 

What is the target group: (for example, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) 
Small manufacturing companies or internationally traded service companies with limited 
Technological Expertise. 

Spet:iJic requinnnenls for participalion in this scheme: 
Company must have agreed a specific technical/ quality goal that requires the assistance of a 
Techstart graduate. , 

Other aelection aiteriD: 
Small number of technical graduates employed by company. 
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Name of Scheme: TECIISTART 

I.e. Organimtion and Implementation 

What is suppotted? 
1}pe of octivities supported: 
Companies aiming to improve their products and processes i.e. implement a quality standard 
ISO 9000. 
MIIXimum I minimum amoUnts per project or action and/ or mimbursement: 
£ 5,000 Salary subsidy for a graduate 
£ 4,500 Salary subsidy for a Diploma Holder 

1}pe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
A further£ 2,000 is available to assist the graduate to buy in technical expertise form 
EOLAS, 3rd Level Institutions or approved consultants. 

OtganirDJion and slrtJctuT8: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
Techstart is run with a core team at Head Office (3) and using the EOLAS Regional Offices 
and the Technology Transfer Executives. 

Total cost O"PeT the lifetime of the scheme 

1989 - 1992 £ 2,542,00 

• Other b•ldgetaty injormotion 

Expenditure per year 

Average 89-92 £ 635,625 
Expenditure 1992 £ 1,117,629 

The Regional Officers and the Technology Transfer Executives ·are not charged to the 
Techstart budget. 
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Name of Scheme: TECHSTART 

ILRFSULTS 

Number of OtgGIIifutions/people involved Observatiom 
(please state which) Placements 

N~mber of Techstart graduates placed in a 1988 -
1989 46 particular year. 
1990 147 
1991 ·185 
1992 194 

Other TIIBCISUI81IIBI ojtBfUlts (per year) Number of projects successfully completed. 
Number of Techstart graduates retained 
at end of a 1 year contract 7 4% plus. 

Bottleneclts 

III. EVALUATION OF RFSULTS 

BTief SU11l1IIDIY ojtBfUlts of the evaluation: 
Review of Techstart - Industrial Impact 
* Companies investment in programme far exceeded grant aid. 
* Direct Benefits: enhanced technology 80% of companies. 
* Increased sales 43% of companies. 
* Development of new improved· products 39% of companies. 
* New systems 69% of companies. 
*Cost reduction 33% of companies. 
*Employment Impact: retention by companies of the placement over 73%. 
*Additional/Spin off jobs- 2 jobs 
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COUNTRY ITALY 

Name of Scheme: Survey Pattern of local professional and training needs in ceramic 
sector 

I. DESCRIPTION OF SCHEME 

I.a. General intonnation 

Re.fenmat to legal basis: ·(white paper, act, public document) 
Public document of ministry of labour: department locational training 

In operation sinar Previous Schemes: 

November 1990 

Life of the Scheme: 

'15.09 .92/ 15.10.92 ObseiVatory on professions 

Stated goals of the scheme: 

Analy8is of qualified workers demand and training needS in small and medium finns. 
Supply and demand of specialized or semiskilled work.ers considering the peculiarity of .local 
labounnark.et. 

Have the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) · 

Relation with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 

SuiVey of local professional and training needs: 
the Italian mechanical industry. 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) 
* Local level (Emilia Romagna) 

Entity n!SpOnsible for the budget: lsfol-local authority of Ravenna 

Entity n!SJJOnsible for implementation: Isfol 
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Name of Scheme: Survey Pattern ofloeal professional and training needs in ceramic , 
sector · 

I.b. T~t.group Small, Medium firms and handicraft sector 

What is the target group: (for exrzmp/e, firms, organisations or individuals ·within firms and 
organisations) 

A sample of finns and individuals within finns. · 

Specific requirements for participation in this schsme: 

Other seleaion aiteriD: 

Firms with more than three employees 
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Name of Sdleme: Survey Pattern. of local professional and training needs in ceramic 
sector 

I.e. C.. • tion and Implementation lsfol - local authority of Ravenna 

What is suppotted? 
'fYpe of activities suppotted: 

Costs; tr!Sf!DICh/adion, repon 
Maximum I minimum amounts per project or adion and/ or reimbursement: 

'fYpe of support: (des~l'ibe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

Advices, the exchange and the transfer of infonnation cooperation among different public and 
private structures (finns, trade unions, local authorities). 

Organization and structunr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 

First step: inteiViews to employers organizations, trainers on the critical areas of this 
productive sector. 
Second step: collection of infonnation with questionnaire about supply and demand of 
qualified workers. 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 

Other budgetaly informolion 
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Name of Sdleme: Survey Pattern ofloeal professional and training needs in eeramie 
sector 1 

II. RFSULTS 

Number of 011Jllllisotio•/peopiB imolved 
{plsase state which) 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

Other measuremeniS of lf!SUIIs (per year) 

Bottlenecks 

Obsenadons 
1990: Elaboration of the Survey 
1991: Arrangement of agreement among 
different parties 
·1992: Research and fonnulation of results 

1

1993: National workshop of evaluation. 
Measures in course of elaboration to extend 
this kind of survey on local market, to other 
finns. 

In the small medium finns, every worker has to have competences on all production phases 
(businesstrade, quality control, maintenance staff). They are, at the same time ceramist, 
decorator, trainer etc .. It is necessary to foster qualified workers, as owner and employees to 
support the efficiency of production. -
Trairting on the job, learning by doing are the keys of success in the future. 

I 
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Name of Sclleme: Survey Pattem of local professional and training needs in ceramic 
sector 

III. EVALUATION OF RF.SULTS 

Evaluator: 

Brief sum1111l1Y of results of the evaluation: 

In the future it will be necessaty to identify organizational characteristics to use in the 
configuration of different professional profiles and in the design of training. 
The suiVey focus two critical areas: the first is linked with the need to improve 

-entrepreneurial competences not only for employers but also for employees. 
The second one is connected with the needs of training in this field. 
These firms represent 80% of the industrial sector. 
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COUNTRY NEIHERLANDS 

Name of Scheme: Business Oriented Technology Promotion Programme 
(PBTS) 

I. DESCRIPI10N OF SCHEME 
I.a. General infonnation 

7jpe: (do not fill in) 

Refetence to lsga1 basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

PBTS Regeling (start·l988, nr. 42, start 1991, nr. 49) 

In opemtion since: 
1987 

.Staled goa4_ of the scheme: 

Ufe of the Scheme: 
not restricted 

Pmvious Schemes: 

Stimulate finns to do research and development in certain areas of technology 
Evety year the specific areas are reconsidered for which subsidies will be available. 

Have the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
No important changes 

Relotion with other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
PBTS is an instrument in the National Technology Programs. PBTS, aimed at enterprises, 
together with Innovation Oriented Research Programmes (lOP's) for universities, are 
designed to stimulate knowledge development and Technological development loans (TO K) 

---. on the other side, for development of products and processes. 

- G bieal covera~e: national 

Entity TPSpOnsible for the budget: Ministty for Economic Affairs 
Entity TPSpOnsible for implementation: SENTER 
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Name of Scheme: Technology Promotion Programme (PBTS), Netherlands 

Lb. Target group 

What is the target group: 
Dutch enterprises 

R&D in the following areas: 

* biotechnology, information-technology, new materials technology, environmental 
technology. 

Other seledion aiteria: 
research projects 
feasibility projects 
de~onstration projects 
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Naune of Scheme Technology PromotiQn Programme (PBTS), Netherlands 

I.e. Orpnimtion and I~lementation 

What if supported? 
7jpe of tll:livitiG supported: Research-projects, Feasibility-studies 

Demonstration-prgjects (not for biotechnology) 

Maximum I minimum amounts per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 
subsidy up to 37,5% of project-costs, to a maximum of 
-for feasibility-studies Dfl. 250.000 (or 500.00 for concerted projects) 
-research projects 20% of research-budget 
-deJDODStration-projects Dft. 500.000 (or 1.000.000 for concerted actions) 

7jpe of suppott: 

Subsidy, direct to the finn or consortium undertaking the project. 
Financial support is 37,5% of project costs, such as salaries of direct personnel, material costs, 
investment costs, patents costs, travel costs and out of pocket costs for third parties, included 
an additional amount of 40% of the personnel costs for indirect activities. 

Organization and slructutfr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how. 
they reach the target group). 

Yearly fJXed budgets -per technology theme 
Programme is published yearly 
Senter acts as executor 
Advisory Board judges project quality and degree of innovation 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 

f 740 million (starting 1987-1992) 

Other budgetoty information 
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. 
. Name of Scheme: Technology Promotion Programme (PBTS), Netherlands 

II. RESULTS 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

requests 495 
800 964 
600 655 
600 708 
750 904 

Other metiSIII87IIBI' of ram/Is (per year) 

For small enterprises: the fonnulation of a good project plan. 

III. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

Evoluator. 

·Brief sumnu:uy of ram/Is of the evaluation such as failure mte, economic ejJects, ett: 

n.a. 
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COUNTRY NETHERLANDS 

Name of Scheme: KIM (Kennisdragers in MKB) 

I. DESCRIPriON OF SCHEME 
I.a. General infonnation 

7)pe: (do not fill in) 

• Reference to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

• 

In opemlion since: 
1990 

Stoted goals of the scheme:· 
KIM-concept: 

Life of the Scheme: 
2 (demo-project) 

Previous Schemes: 

-to stimulate knowledge transfer between education + SMEs (with a view to an 
increase of the quality + competitiveness of the SMEs) by bringing in an higher 

educated technician. 
-to stimulate research and education directed to industry at the educational 

in M. 
demo-project: 40 innovation projects in SME's within 2 years 

Have the goals been chtznged during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
KIM-concept: 
more emphasis on innovation in SMEs; lesser emphasis on the role of education (all 
institutions) in this proces. 
demo-project: 40 projects in 3 years 

Rellltion with other progn:zmmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
This scheme can be seen as one of the "tacit transfer methods" besides: 
-innovation Centre Network, branche technology centres and technology centres 

Geographical coverage: (national, regional) 
regional (the demo project is directed to 2 regions) 

Entity tr!SpOnsible for the budget: (external) programma management 
Entity responsible for implementation: Innovation Centres 
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Naaae of Scheme: KIM 

What is the tDt1Jf11 group: (for exrzmp/s, firms. organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) , · 
1. SMEs 
2. higher educated technicians (higher vocational and university level) 
3. educational institutions (for the advice role) 

SpeciJic teqUitements for porticipation in this scheme: 
1. SMEs -interest in innovation -

- less than 5% of the labour force has a higher educational level 
- a well fol'Dlulated innovation project (goal, timeschedule, costs 
etc.) 

2. higher educated: -prepared to work in SME 
-interest in innovation 

3. ed. institutions -will to establish relations with SMEs. 

Other selection aiteria: 
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·Name of Scheme: KIM 

I.e. Organization and Implementation 

What is suppotted? 
7}pe of octiPities suppotted: 
- labour costs 
-costs of professional advice/counselling 
- costs for extra training of the higher technician (symposia, workshops etc.) 

Maximum I mini-mum amounts per project or action ond/ or ndmbursement: 
- labour costs : 50% ( = f 30.000,- a year) ) max. f 50.000,- for 1 
- advice : " ( = f 15.000,- a year) ) higher educated for 1 year 
-training : " ( = f 5.000,-- a year) ) 

7)pe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 

Oqpllization and structure: (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
- Innovation Centres in their daily contact with their clients make an anylysis of 

the possibility for the "KIM-approach" in a specific situation in a specific SME. 
-Innovation Centre + SME formulate an innovation project and send it in to the 

programme l'll;anagement. 
- the programme management decides to take up the project in the KIM -programme and 

makes the contracts and the "matching" of the higher educated + the SME. 

Totlll cost owr the lifetime of the scheme .Expenditure per year 
f 2.500.000,-

Otlwr bwf&etary infoTmation 
- 40 KIM-projects x f 50.000,- = f 3.000.000,--
-programme management (incl. PR, selection etc) = f 500.000,--

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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N&JDe of &-heme: KIM 

D. RESULTS 

Number of oqpnistltions/peopiB imohted 
(please state which) 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 12 KIM-projects 
1993 37 KIM-projects 

Other 1IIBtiSU181IlBI oj1Bftllls (per year) 

Bottlsnsc& 
- finding the right SMEs 
- finding enough higher educated technicians 

the demo-project had a slow start (com
munication and start problems between 
external programme management + Innova
tion Centre and finding enough SMEs and 
innovation projects needs time) 

- "matching" these two "components" in one innovation project 
(sometimes a difficult job!) 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Name of Scheme: KIM 

IlL EVALUATION OF RFSUL'IS 

- Programme management 
- external research/ advice agency 

*KIM brings a SME to innovation: 
-"in only 20% of the cases there will be an innovation project without KIM" 
- "in 10% of the cases there is a continuation of the innovation project after 

the KIM -year" . 
* KIM is a possibility for the SME + higher educated to learn to known each other: 

- "80% of the higher educated get a pennanent appointment afther the KIM-year'' 
~effective implementation of the KIM-concept requires the help of an intennediary (like 
the innovation centres): 

-innovation in a SME means to convince the entrepreneur, to help him to 
articulate and fonnulate his problems, to guide a project 
*the KIM :.Concept is not the way to bring together SMEs and education: 

-"only 20% of the SMEs got a better relationship with education by KIM, while 
50% wish a better relationship 

The demo-project ended with 37 innovation projects. The Ministry of Economic Affairs has 
the intention to continu the demo-project on a national scale (start is expected in 1994). 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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COUNTRY NETHERLANDS 

Name of Sdleme: TOP 

I. DESCRIPfiON OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

7.YPe: (do not fill in) 

RejetenDB to legal basis: (white paper, act, public document) 

In operodon sina!: 
1984 

Staled goals of the scheme: 

Life of the Scheme: 
still in operation 

Previous Schett~5: 
no 

* Stimulate graduates of the University of Twente (UT) to set up their own 
knowledge-intensive enterprise, using different incentives 

* (Operational) start up 15 enterprises per year. 

Htn1e the goals been changed during the implementation of the scheme: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
Not essentially. Minor changes/ developments have been 
I) graduates from other H EI's were accepted as well; 
2) temporary placement with research group (originally 50%) became variable 

(between 50% and I 0%) 
3) partial repayment of seed money. 

Relotion 'With other progtrllllmt£ (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
The scheme was developed as ar instrument of the "Transferpunt" of the UT. 
Amis of the Transferpunt were 
a) to stimulate cooperation between UT and SMEs and 
b) to transfer information about new technologies to SMEs. 

bieal covera2e: (national, regional) national 

Entity tr!SpOnsible for the budget: TRD /Univeristy of Twente 
Entity tr!SpOnsiblejor implementation: TRD/University of Twente 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Name of Scheme: TOP 

Lb. Target group 

What is the target group: (for exrzmple, ~ organisations or individuals within firms and 
organisations) 
Graduates of HEI's, with special emphasis on UT. 

SpeciJic teqllilements for potticipalion in this scheme: 
Applier 
1) must have graduated at a HEI. 
2) must make a business plan, to be accepted by a steering committee. 
3) is suggested to follow a course on "How to become an entrepreneur". 

Progress of participant to be evaluated by the steering committee after lh year. 

Other selection aiteriD: 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Naaae of Scheme: TOP 

I.e. r · tion and Implementation 

What is supported? 
7}pe of oaivities supported: 
Applicants are supported (by means of a part-time job with a 
"matching" research group) in their aspiration to set up their own company. Other supporting 

• instruments are : 
a) course ''how to become an entrepreneur"; 
b) appointment of mentor; 
c) networking with potential clients. 
Maximum I minimum amounts per projea or action and/ or reimbursement: 
Dfl. 30.000,- per participant (sometimes 2-3 participants per company). 
Dfl. 5.000,- per participant for research group. 
50% to be repaid, interest-free in five years. 

7}pe of suppott: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
a) appointment of mentor 
b) loan/grant/seed money 
c) course ''how to become an entrepreneur' 
d) networking for jobs/ clients 
e) basic office facilities 
f) support by experts in research group 
g) Business and Technolo_gy Grou_p Twente (club). 

Oqpnimlion and SIT'UctUtfr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). 
Actors are: 
1) Projectmanagement with Transferpunt/TRD 
2) Steering committee 
3) Research groups , 
4) Mentors 
5) Centre of Innovative Entrepreneurship ( CI OT) 

Total cost over the lifetime of the scheme 
± 4.7 million DFL. 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Expenditure per year 
± 525.000 D FL. 
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Other butJ&etoty infonnodon 
1) initially funded by Ministry of Economic Affairs 
2) later additional funds by ESF. 

NaJDe of Sdleme: TOP 

II. RESULTS 

'Numbtr of 011JCUlisotiom/people imolved 
(please state which) 
1988 
1989 130 places awarded leading to 
1990 94 new finns 
1991 
1992 

Other 11111Jt1SU1'8ments ofresulls (per year) 

ID. EVAL'QATION OF RESULTS 

EWJI.uator. 

Brief Sllm1IUIIY of resulls of the evaluation: 

n.a. 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Observaliom 

16 finns (17%) have stopped their activiteis. 
Of the remaining 78 finns, 40 are perfonning 
very well, 17 are perfonning reasonably well,. 
and 21 are too new to judge. 
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COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM 

Name of Scheme: T~ Company Scheme 

I. DFSCRIPTION OF SCHEME 
I.a. General information 

• 7yPe: (do not fill in) 

Rejelence to legal bam: (white paper, act, public document) 

Within the remits of the six sponsoring government agencies 

In opemtion sint:B: 
1975 

Stoled goals of the scheme: 

Life of the Scheme: 
open ended 

Previous Schemes: 

To strengthen the competitiveness and wealth creation of the UK by the stimulation of 
innovation in industry through partnerships between academia and business. To facilitate the 
transfer of technology arid the spread of technical and management skills, and to encourage 
industrial investment in training, research and development. To provide industry based 
training, supeiVised jointly by academic and industrial staff, for young graduates intending to 
pursue careers in industry. To enhance the levels of academic research and training relevant 
to business by stimulating collaborative research and development projects and forging lasting 
partnerships between academia and business. 

Htne the goals been changed during the implementation of'the schenie: (describe changes 
through evaluation and learning process) 
Goals largely unchanged but industry sector and academic disciplinary remit has gradually 
~dened. , 

Relation 'With other programmes: (is this scheme part of a programme or initiative) 
Forms part of the technology transfer and education and training remits of the sponsoring 
agencies . 

~aphical coverage: (national, regional) UK 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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. Entity lf!SJJOnsible for the budget: 
The six sponsoring agencies are: Science and Engineering Research Council, Department of 
Trade and Industcy, Economic and Social Research Council, Department of Economic 
Development (Northern Ireland), Ministty of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Department of the Environment 
Entity tr!SpOnsible for imple1118111otion: 
Teaching Company Directorate, Part of Cranfield Institute of Technolo_gy 
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Name of Scheme: Teaching Company Scheme 

Lb. Target group 

What is ths target group: (for example, firms, organisations or individuals within firms and 
, organisations) 

Industty ·and Commerce - Finns of all sizes 
Universities and equivalent higher education institutions 
Young graduates 

SpeciJic requitements for porticipadon in this scheme: 

COMPANIES must be financially viable and need university expertise to achieve strategic 
goals which will improve their competitiveness. 
UNIVERSITY G R 0 UPS must have the expertise the companies need and be prepared to 
make the relevant staff and facilities available. 
GRADUATES must have relevant qualificationS, nonnally under 28 with at least second class 
degree and have the personal qualities to bring about change in industty. 

Other selet:tion aiteritz: 

Priority topics/ sectors agreed with sponsors 
Eg: advanced IT (SERC/DIT) 

food processing (MAFF) . 

STB-TNO Innovation Policy Database 
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Name of Sdleme: Teaching Company Sdteme 

Lc. Organization and Implementation 

What is SllfiPoned? 
7jpe of oclivities suppotted: 
Technology transfer 
Graduate training _(in companies) 
Moximum I minimum amounts per project or action and/ or reimbursement: 
15-70% of academic support and graduate employment costs (depending on size of company 
and whether a repeat programme) , 

7jpe of support: (describe the type of support. Example: grants, loans, advice, etc.) 
Grant to university to provide academic support and graduate employment. 
Advice/support from Teaching Company Directorate's regional consultants. 

Oqpnizution and structurrr. (describe briefly how the scheme works, the actors involved, how 
they reach the target group). ' 
Each TCS programme is a partnership between 1 company and 1 university group employing 
1 or more graduates. The graduates work on jointly supeiVised development projects within 
the company and receive additional professional training. 

Total cost OM" the lifetime of the scheme 

not known 

Other budgetary injormolion 

STB-TN 0- Innovation Policy Database 
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Expenditure per year 

1992: £ 17M (Government) 
£ 7M (Industry - direct) 
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Name of Scltem.e: 

II. RESULTS 

• Nlllllber of oqpnisations/people involved 
(please state which) 
1990 

' 1991 350 
1992 393 
1993 460 

Other 1IIBtlSIIrfl1ll oj1fJSUIIs (per year) 

Observations 

The size of the scheme is limited by the availability of government funds. Without funding 
constraint a growth of at least 15% P.A. could be achieved. 

III. EVALUATION OF RFSULTS 

EWJluotor. Panel of experts plus KPMG consultants, Institute of Manpower Studies and DTI 
assessment unit (the 'Fender Report', 1991) 

Brief summary of results of the evaluation: 

1. The mission is being achieved. 
2. 75% of industrial participants and 67% of academic participants rated the 

scheme 'very highly'. 
80% of graduates offered a permanent job. Fonner teaching company associates 
(graduates) achieve a salary 28% higher than comparable graduates in industry. 

3. The scheme should continue and diversify into other disciplines and industry 
sectors. 
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25MAY 

09H30 

09H35 

PUBLIC MEASL1U:S TO PROMOTE 
THE ACQUISITION AND DIFFUSION 

OF TACIT KNOWLEDGE 

SPRINT/ElMS POUCY EXCHANGE 
WORKSHOP NO l 

Venue : Bitiment Jean Monnet, Luxembourg 
25-26 May 1993 

RoomMS 

Chairman: 

Welcome and Introduction 

SESSION I - Perspectives on Tacit Knowledge 

(1) The Nature and Relevance ofTacit Knowledge for 
Innovative Firms 

R. MIEGE 
(DG XIII) 

T. DURAND (F) 
(Centrale 
Management) 

(2) The Importance of Tacit Knowledge Flows to R. CHABBAL (F) 
Industrial and Technological Competitive Advantage: (MRT) 
A Macro View 

1 OH30 Coffee-break 

IOH45 

1215193 
EIMSWK2 

SESSION II - Policy perspectives 

(3) The role of policy in supporting the acquisition. 
diffusion and protection of tacit knowledge 

(-') Public support of the Acquisition and DiffUsion of 
Tacit Knowledge: The main approaches by 
Member Stares 

(5) Comments 

L. SOETE (NL) 
(MERIT) 

G. FAHRENKROG (NL) 
(TNO) 
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l2H30 Lunch 

Chairman: 

14HOO SESSION Ill- Suppon of Tacit Kaowledce Transfer by 
Stimulatiag Mobility 

( 6) Secondmems from University to Indusay: 
The UK Teaching Company Scheme 

(7) The Placemeat of Industrial Researchers and 

(8) The Placcmcnt of Technicians in France: 
The Cortech and Ciffie Scbemes 

(9) Comments 

15H45 Coffee-break 

16HOO SESSION IV - Suppon of Tacit Knowiedce Transier by 
Site Demonstrations 

( 1 0) Busiacss Oriented Technology Promotion 
Programme (PBTS) in Netberiands 

( 11) Site Visits of the Gennan T extilc Research Association 

· ( 12) Comments 

11H30 Close 

l8H30 Dinner 

21HOO 

12/5193 
EIMSWK2 

Invited speaker : 

Bus back to hotels 

J. MONNIOT (UK) 
(Teaching Company 
Din:ctorate) 

J1.M. LEDUC (F) 
<MRn 
A. CORTES (E) 
(CSIC) 

VANDER TORREN (NL) ' 
(Senter) 

S. TATSUNO (US) 
(Neoconcepts) 
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26MAY 

09H30 

10H30 

10H45 

12H30 

14HOO 

ISH IS 

15H30 

1215183 
EIMSWK2 

Chainnan: 

SESSIONV-
Issues of Strategic Orientation. Desip, Manqemeat and Evaluation of 
Support schemes: Problems and Penpec:tives 

( 13) What is the Role of Clubs in Sharing Tacit R. LIWICKI (UK) 
Knowledge? How Can that be Supponed by_ (Science and Engineering 
Public Policy?· Research Council) 

Introduction 

(14) How to Stimulate the Transfer of Know-how in M. WHITE (IRL) 
User-Supplier Relationships? (Eolas) 

Introduction 

( 15) Why and How to Evaluate Schemes'? P. TEMPLE (F) 

Introduction (Cortech) 

Coffee-break 

SESSION VI - Community Actions and Support Schemes· 

(16) COMEIT D.GUYADER 
(TFHR.) 

( 17) Human Capital & Mobility L. BELLEMIN 
(DGXID 

(18) SPRINT R. MIEGE 
(DG XIII) 

( 19) Comments 

Lunch 

(20) Roundtable Discussion: Policy Perspectives 
(21) - at regional level 
(22) - at national level 

- at Community level R.MIEGE 
(DG XIII) 

(23) Closing 

End of the workshop 
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
OIR!CTORAT! GENERAL 
tnforrnltiDn Tect•aagt.lnd lnd&lltrtla.lnd TeleCUhiiUiicldior• 
RTD : 01111 Iii...., and •~~**~tan at RTD,...... tectJIOiagy transfer and iuiCMition 
biOWIIion .... tec:llnalogy.,....... 

Luembourc, 24th May 1993 
Workshop on 

"PUBLIC MEASURES TO PROMOTE THE 

ACQUISITION AND DIFFUSION 

OF TACIT KNOWLEDGE" 

Luxembourg, 25-26 May 1993 

Mr Gunnar AHLEN 
CCE -Cornett 
J-37 04-31 
B-BRUXELLES 
Phone: +32-2-2957532 
Fax: +32-2-2955719 

I 

Mrs Catherine DEC 
Manager CIFRE Programme 

I UST OF PARTICIPANTS I 

ANRT - Association Nationale Recherche Technique 
101, av. Raymond Poincare 
F-75116 PARIS 
Phone: +33-1-45017227 
Fax: +33-1-45018529 

Mr Louis BELLEMIN 
CCE-00 XII/H/1 
MO 75-04/03 
Rue Montoyer, 75 4/3 
B- 1040 BRUXELLES 
Phone: +32-2-2953696 
Fax +32-2-2950656 

Mrs Patrice BOEKHOL T 
TNO 
PO Box 541 
NL-7300 APELDOORN 
Phone: +31·55-493492 
Fax: +31-55-421458 
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Mrs Liz BOGIE 
SCOITISH ENTREPRISE 
123 Bothwell Street 
UK- GLASGOW G2 71P 
Phone: ~1-2482700 
Fax: +44-41-2213217 

Mr Jacques BONNIN 
SPRINT Technical Assistance Unit 
119, avenue de Ia Faiancerie 
L-1511 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone : +352-465588 
Fax : +352-465550 

Mr Gerhard BRAUNLING 
CCE - 00 XIWD/4 - SPRINT - SPRINT Programme 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-4301-34532 
Fax: +352-4301-34544 

Dr. Christian BREDECK 
Regierungsdirektor 
Bundesministerium fiir Wirtschaft 
Heibachstrasse, 16 - Postfach 140260 
D-5300 BONN 1 
Phone : +49-228-6154725 
Fax: +49-228-6154867 

Prof. Robert CHABBAL 
Ministere de l'Enseignement Superieur et de. Ia Recherche 
21, Rue Descartes 
F-75005 PARIS 
Phone: +33-1-46343814 
Fax: +33-1-46343636 

Dr. Antonio CORTES 
Director - Office to the President 
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas 
Serrano, 113 
E-28071 MADRID 
Phone: +34-1-5855284 
Fax : +34-1-5645560 

Mr Enrico DEIACO 
. CCE - DG XIIIID/4 - SPRINT Programme 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-4301-34057 
Fax: +352-4301-34544 
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Prof. Thomas DURAND 
President 
CENTRALE MANAGEMENT 
13, avenue Monme-Sanlnicr - .Bjtiment Bleriot 
F.;.78140 VELIZY -VD.LACOUBLAY 
Phone: +33-1-30672340 
Fax: +33-1-30672339 · 

Mr. Jean-NoS DURVY 
CCE - DG XBI/C/2 -VALUE Programrne 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG . 
Phone: (352) 4301 33610 
Fax: (352)-4301 34129 

Mr Lennart ELG 
NUTEK 
Liljeholsvigen 32 
S-11786 STOCKHOLM 
Fax : +46-8-6819625 

Mr Emilio ESPOSITO 
ODISSEO 
Centre for Organization and Technical Innovation 
Via Diocleziano, 328 
1-80124 NAPOU 
Phone: +39-81-5704498 
Fax: +39-81-5704373 

Dr Gustavo FAHRENKROG 
lNO 
PO Box541 
NL-7300 APELDOORN 
Phone : + 31-55-492492 
Fax: +31-55-421458 

Mr Francisco FERNANDEZ 
CCE - DG Xlli/D/2 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-430134647 
Fax : +352-430132804 

Mr Thierry GONARD 
Directeur Associe 
CENTRALE MANAGEMENT 
13, avenue Morane-Saulnier- Bitiment Bleriot 
F-78140 VELIZY- VILLACOUBLAY 
Phone : +33-1-30672340 
Fax: +33-1-30672339 
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Dr. Jeremy HOWELLS 
The Judge Institute of Management Studies 
Fitzwilliam House 
32 Trumpington Street 
UK-Cambridge CB2 1QY 
Phone : +44-223-337052 
Fax: +44-223-324009 

Mr Freddy D'HULSTER 
Senior Scientific Adviser 
IWr 
Bischoffsheim)aan, 25 
B-1000 BRUSSEL 
Phone : + 32-2-2230033 
Fax: +32-2-2231181 

Dr E. D. HUSTER 
Ministerie van Economische Zaken 
Algemeen Technologic Beleid 
PO BOX 20121 "" 
NL-2500 EC's GRA VENHAGE 
Phone: +31-70-3796544 
Fax: +31-70-3796656 

Mr Daniel JANSSENS 
CCE - DG XID/D/4 - SPRINT Programme 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-430134407 
Fax: +352-430134544 

Mr Mikel LANDABASO-AL V AREZ 
CCE- 00 XVI -A2 
B-BRUSSELS 
Phone: +32-2-2965256 
Fax: +32-2-2962568 

Mr Antonio LAZARO 
Consultant 
SOCINTEC 
Mayor~ 10 
E-48930 LAS ARENAS (VIZCAIA) 
Phone: +34~800211 
Fax: +34-4-4800391 
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Mr Jean-Marc LEDUC 
Ministere de l'Euseipement Superieur et de Ia Recbercbe 
Departemcnt DIITARD 
1, Rue Descartes 
F-15005 PARIS 
Phone: +33-1-46343155 
Fax: +33-1-46343504 

MrLucLEPAN 
CCE - 00 XIIIA/2 
B-BRUXELLES 
Phone : + 32-2-2965090 
Fax: - +32-2-2958865 

Mr R. LIWICICI 
Polaris House 
North Star Avenue 
UK-SWINDON SN2 lET 
Phone : +44-793-411350 
Fax: +44-793-411020 

Mr Torsti LOIKANEN 
VIT - Planning & C()DUIIODications Office 
PO Box 103 -
SF-02151 ESPOO 
Phone : +358-0-4561 
Fax: +358-0-4567017 

Mr Vincent MANGEMATIN 
Institut National de Ia Statistique et des Etudes Economiques 
60, Rue de Ia Fontaine au Roi 
F-75011 PARIS 
Phone: +33-1-41176019 
Fax: +33-1-41176045 

.~r R. JNBERGER 
. Ministerium fiir Wirtschaft, Mittelstand und Technologic 
D- DOSSELDORF 
;:A., : +49-211-8372640 
~\to~(:. +49-211-83725 11 

Mr Robin MIEGE 
CCE - DG/XIIVD/4 - SPRINT Programme 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-4301-34180 
Fax: +352-4301-34544 

Mr John MONNIOT 
Deputy Director 
Teaching Company Directorate 
Hillside House 
79, London Street 
FARINGDON 
UK-OXFORDSHIRE SN7 BAA 
Phone : +44-367-242822 
Fax: +44-367-242831 
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Mn Claudia MONTEDORO 
IFSOL 
Via Morgagai, 330 
1-00161 ROMA 
Phone: +39~5901 
Fax: +39-68547321 

Mr Matthia PARSKE 
CCE • 00 :xm -Humboldt-Universitlt Berlin 
JMOB2175 
L-2920 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: +352-430133353 

Mr Philippe POGGIOLI 
CCE - DG XXIIIIB/3 • Politique d'Eatreprises 
B-BRUXELLES 
Phone : + 32-2-2965233 
Fax: +32-2-2952154 

Mr Michel QUERE 
Research Fellow 
CNRS-LATAPSES 
250, Rue Einstein, Sophia Antipolis 
F-06560 V ALBONNE 
Phone: +33-93954238 
Fax : +33-93653798 

Dr Gerlinde SCIICTTE 
INSTITUT ARBEIT UND TECHNIK 
Florastrasse 26-28 
W-4650 GELSENKIRCHEN 
Phone : +49-20 1-422087 
Fax: +49-201-885459 

Mn Clasien SELMAN 
TNO 
PO Box 541 
NL-7300 APELDOORN 
Phone : + 31-55-493492 
Fax: +31-55-421458 
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Mr Jose SELVA 
SPRINT Tecbnical Assistance Unit 
119, avenue de Ia FaiaDceric 
L-1511 LUXEMBOURG 
Phone : +352-465588 
Fax: +352-465550 

Prof. Luc SOETE 
MERIT 
University ofLimbourg 
Tongersestraat 49 
NL-6200 MA MAASTRICHT 
Phone : +31-43-882222 
Fax: +31-43-216518 

Mr Sheridan TATSUNO 
Principal 
NEOCONCEPTS 
5 I 0 Woodhaven Court 
Aptos 
USA-CALIFORNIA 95003 
Phone : + l-468-6858819 
Fax: +l-468-6868818 

Mr PbUippe TEMPLE 
ChefDCpanemcnt Statistique . 
Ministere de l'Enseignement Superieur et de Ia Recberchc 
1, Rue Descartes 
F-15005 PARIS 
Phone: +33-1-46343540 
Fax: +33-1-46343504 

Prof Lena TSIPOURI 
University of Athens 
Department of Economics 
8 Zephyrou 
GR-14563 KIFISSWA1HENS 
Phone : + 30-1-8086403i 
FAX: +30-1-8019653 

Mr H. J. Vander TORREN 
SENTER 
Grote Marlcstraat 43 
NL-25 11 BH's GRA VENHAGE 
Fax: +31-70-3614430 

, 
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Mr Michael WIUTE 
Head - Corporate Market Development 
EOLAS - Irisch Science & Tecnology Agency 
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ElMS 

ElMS' broad aims are to collect and disseminate information on innovation and 
technology transfer, and to organise a permanent and interactive system for producing and 
using this knowledge. 

More precisely, ElMS aims at: 

+ Monitoring of innovation and diffilsion in Europe and evaluation of support measures 

+ Strengthening of the exchange of experience between the member states and the 
Commission in the field of innovation policy and technology transfer · 

+ Providing all interested parties with information, analysis and research on the factors 
shaping, promoting and inhibiting innovation at the company level across Europe 

+ Reflecting the increasing need for reliable information as a foundation for formulating 
innovation policies in the phase of the major changes in the innovation environment 
and especially the characteristics and different types of innovation within SMEs.' 

ElMS activities are organised in the six main areas: 

1. Evaluation 

2. Innovation in firms 

3. Innovation and technology transfer supporting infrastructures 

4. Regional aspects of innovation (capabilities, infrastructures and strategies) 

5. Innovation financing 

6. Innovation policy. 

e-aimsledljm.doc 



Further ElMS publications 

1. An integrated Approach to European Innovation and Technology Diffusion 
Policy: a Maastricht Memorandum, L. Soete and A. Arundel, 1993 

2. The Community Innovation Survey: Status and Penpectives, 1994 

3. Innovation Activities and Industrial Structure: Industry and R&D in a 
Comparative Context, T. Sand~en and K. Smith, 1993 

4. Investment, Innovation and Competitiveness: Sectoral Performance within the 
Triad, A. Wyckoff, 1993 

5. Patterns of Innovation in Italian Industry, 
G. Sirilli, R. Evanglista, M. Pianta, 1993 

6.. Innovation Structures and Performance in Nordic Manufacturing Industry, 
A. Kristensen, 1993 

7. Public Measures Supporting New Technology Based Firms: Proceedings of the 
SPRINT/ElMS Policy Workshop, P. Boekholt, and G. Fahrenkrog, 1994 

8. Policies to Support Tacit Knowledge Transfer. Proceeding of the SPRINT/ElMS 
Policy Workshop, Luxembourg 25-26 May1993, G. Fahrenkrog, P. Boekholt, J. 
Howells, V. Mangematin, and G. Schutte. · 

9. Surveys of Regional Innovation? A Feasibility Study for Europe, N. Alderman 
and M. Wood, 1994 

The reports can be ordered from 
J. Malvil or M. Schmit , 
Tal.: (+352) 4301 32625 or (+352) 4301 33945 
Fax: (+352) 4301 34544 
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